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on of course, because it was our fond in-

see us out so early? Well, frankly, so are we’Olio I Surprised 
Not that we’re exactly
tention to 
bility for 
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(Loud guff

be out in time 
us as well as
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time 
for he Denvention. But that wa;

for several other fansine editor
an impossi- 

we know, so
our sc If s with simply coming out when we were or din

rare you’ll agree, quite sufficient in itself, 
from the peanut gallery. Vulgar riffraff, aren’t they?) 

Neither d^d we have only the promised thirty pages this time, but that 
is something we trust no one will object to very strongly. In the fu
ture the STAR will be out on time, circumstances permitting. That we 
promise vou. (Had apolav.se, and wild cheering from the. peanut gallery. 
Hrnurn, come to think of it, they are intelligent-looking young men at 
that.)

tine covers this issue is on artist well deserving the title
Phil Schumann, Eis front cover *wa. 
sorted Services for mimicra?y~oning
thing no w. Phi 1 
ving in Wiscon 
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of presenting a 
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and 
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so good we sent it to Ackerman’s As- 
and are very happy about t h,e whole 

is a native-born Georgian, tho li«
these two covers arc ’.the first artwork 
.ny fansine. So not only do vre have the honor 

with genuine ability on our covers, but 
Wo are the discoverer/ (The time wouldthat, 

bit of thumping here
time we tried that, they 
before wo came to. So we1

had to fill up the bathtub
, only the Ila S~t 
and" dump us in it.

11 simply have to content ourselvos vzith play
ing an astonishingly inaccurate version of the triumphal march from 
!IAidau on our mouthorgan.

Quite seriously, wo owe a debt of thanks here to both Schumann and 
•Leslie Perri, In moving, Gilbert lost a cover and short story by Perri, 
and the back cover on thiss issue by Schumann, Phil not only did tho
beck cover over, but contributed a batch of other excellent stuff. And 
Leslie said it was okay about the cover and offers us an article in the 
near future. So now we think Fred. Pohl is a lucky sonuvagun, and that 
Phil Schumann is what we lowbrows affectionately term a darn good egg. 

.■ Thank you both sincerely for the way in which you took one of life’s 
most annoying accidents.

Incidentally, Gilbert's moved again. Monotonously persistent sort 
of dope, isn’t ho? Everytime the contents page in this fmg appears Gil- 

■ bert has a new address in it,' The only solution we can think of is to
abolish contents pages,

Beginning in our next issue is a feature of which we are proud and

apolav.se
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on which wo would llko vory much to have your opinion. Tho demand for 
So spc.cc sMu in tho STAR’S artwork has led us w bogin a tri 
gy in our next issue, tho SOUTHERN STAR trilogy. Each issuo on intoiaor 
Scturo of a spaco shin in action will bo presented, Two ox those pics 
Sill bo lithographed by tho los J^golos J^nlcxu^ process; too thxrd 
will bo in five colors. Each picture will bo on one sxac ox too P^-.o , 
on 28 pound bond paper, suitable for framing. The trilogy will bo done 
tv Harry Jenkins, and having seen them all, we 70u.cn wnole no or tod 
the excellence of the drawings. Watch for tho xxrst xn too series

for 
in

tho
1s- 

of

our noxt^i the*five colors this time? They’ll be a regular part of 
mag from now on. If. by the way, you rro into any bad mimeoing this 
suf, blame it on th^ $45 Mmeo the Camp bought, wasted three reams 
naner and two cans of ink in, and did some very bad mxmeoxng on before 
to vere^forded to accept the fact that it wouldn’t run, end went back

a ais^i Masms SOu-oJta’JSS trg. Transportation trouolo. Next year ^>11 do- 
Clare solemnly that there vri.ll not be a Southern group trip and see if 
we can °et to Los Angeles for the next Convention then. Sorta sneak up 
Zn lt^ "you know. And of course we’re putting in our bid xor the_ next 
year’s convention in Washington naturally. It Joegins to tho
Jenkins and Gilbert Will, after the downfall ox civilization, bo stand
ing in tho ruins, trying with pathetic grimness to print _ Dixiecon 
stickers with tho remains of a dime store printing set, xor toe benefit 
of the one other person left alive. In the meantime, on to Calixornia 
and Los Angelas in 1942J , . -

Tn two more weeks Jenkins and Tho Great Gilbert will buy, borrow 
or hitch a ride to Washington, run up to Hagerstown to see Warner, af
ter leering at Speor and Rothman, then come on down to Esmont to pester 
Russell Chauvenct. During this trip details of the D?F will be settled. 
The ejection results and other details will then be mailed out to all 
members. Harry Jenkins will write up the trip in the next TELECASTER 
department (crowded out this timo; back next issue). Read the gory re
sults of the trio then that is, if you can stomach tho Hocronomicon.

He wont to welcome heartily new DEF members, W. H. Houston, Theron 
Raines, and particularly Dan McPhail and Robert Moore Williams. Dan, 
will bo renfembered by every veteran fan as one of the leading lights in 
the old OSA (which may soon be combined with tho DFF), and Williams as 
tho author of such modern classics as “The City In The Far Off Sky", 
“Dark Reality11, and “Robot’s Return11, Boh is an honorary member, and we 
hope very much to have one of his very fine little stories for the STAR 
one of those heah days. Den has also semi-promised an article on \ the 
OSA that we’re looking forward to seeing.

In addition to which, we have recently, 
the very, very welcome news that a f an you all 
to Louisiana, D, 3. Thompson, Don promises to

very recently, received 
know and like is • moving 
Join the DE? as soon as

long article on th.© Dan-
h» has an opportunity.

Hext issue it© are proud to present a very 
vention by Mlton 4. Rothman. This will probably bo illustrated v/ith 
photos taken at the Convention by Milty. It will bo an item you cannot 
afford, to miss, so if your subscription expires this time, better renew 
it in a hurry. Art Sehnert’s “And this is the tale of Atzor— " will ap
pear in this number, too. This article is one of the most unusual we 
have ever seen. There will be an excellent short story by harry Jenkins 
the beginning oj the SOUTHERN STAR Trilogy, and we hope to obtain ano- 

(concluded on page 33)
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Jack Chebman Miskc waltzed up to us at the Chi con, during the 
Monday afterhoon fan business session and sneered Cripes, Tucker, 
you’re ignorant? ” — and meant it. Poor Jack was fit to boil. -Discus
sion was going on as to whether the 1941 Convention should be in Den
ver or Now York. Reinsberg was in a somi-quandry as to the proper 
steps to take, and made it embarrossing for ua by stating ho would ask 
oach fan present to state his choice. Embarrcasing because ho -.pointeo. 
at us first, and’were an officer of the present convention, and should 
be tactical enough to withhold comment until all others had indicated 
a cho5.ce • .. _ n

"'rhere do you want to go, Tucker?1' Reinsberg asked. Denver, we 
smirked, "because it’s closer. 11 And so it was. All ox about nine ...net 
three-tenths miles closer to Bloomington than New fork. So Jack deci
ded we were ignorant and politely informed us ox the xact. Now we are 
happy, having had the honor of being called down by the master.

""Once upon a time when 'Jack was using someone’s business envelopes 
for his fanmail, wo priod off a sticker an the corner and xound moy 
belonged to a Cleveland kennel, Jack wasn’t going to the dogs,^ ho 
was switching from them. Wo remarked on this and received the inxorm- 
ation wo could consider ourselves nosey, as well as Jack Spoor who had
done likewise.

Another time wo dropped the 
it called for sponging seven more 
tor; yes, wc wore reminded of that,

’Chapman' from the envelope because 
keys every time wo wrote him a lot 
too.

Wo recently had a letter from a chap down in Sonas . . , not 
positive, but I believe he gave his name as 14. Ho told us ho was a 
painter of no mean sorts, that ho could, on order, bat out any science 
fictionistic scene from a spaceship to an alien monstrosity. Other 
planets wore his specialty. If wo wished bo could, oven copy covers 
with remarkable success. Prices for this work ranged from two bucks to 
three hundred dollars pbr. And didn’t we desire a painting, quick?

His letter was .a beaut -— one Voice of Madge could tax a litho 
KicHine with. We asked permission to print it in LeZ and same was gi
ven, altho it is not likely now that it will be printed. Offhand, and 
nith an eye to business wo recommended that he attempt to sell his pa
intings to the pro mags. If he was any good at all on bug-eyed monst—
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ers, TWS would, snatch him up. We gave him Doc Lowndes’ address, advis
ed him that Doc was just the agent to peddle his work, and -.presented 
him with'-our blessing. Doc is hskedyto kindly advise us on the merits 
of the first painting.received. Maybe we have discovered another Bok,

We do most of our heavy thinking in bed. Saddled with a combina 
tion .asthma-ins omni a of a sort, we find no greater pastime than lying 
fmako far into the night twiddling fingers and toes, meanwhile review
ing the events of the day in the fan press and private correspondence 
Now and then, oftcourse, as* is to be expected of such mental struggle, 
we por un with a world-shaking theory of dynamic scientific concepts, 
but realizing that it would only antagonize the pro-scientists, we

The pretty trick 
a third, a sequel)

relucantly dispose of it. ....
The other night ne were dwelling on some of the events of 1910, 

and immediately thought of the column Joo Gilbert had penned somewhere 
summing up and indexing outt^anding attractions of the^year. Joe noted

- ia’-A Lounc5,Ju~ the* neatest phrase of the year, tie then recalled 
anotbb^ which was the rage '•) of 1939. "Unendurable pleasure, indefi- 
nitelv prolonged!n I believe Moskowitz used it first in describing the 
1939 Convention, and thus started a royal crack on the road to lan 
fame ’Racking our poor minute brains to the limit m previous nignt- 
lv episodes? we dould not place that neat flip; for we were ' Certain 
that Moskowitz never originated it all by himself.

And then, bing! the other night it came to us. 
is straight from a pair of books (and probably 
whic"^ arc in a way fantasies, in that they have to do with the wander
ing jo’’’ and nis servant, another deathless one. The books arc (1) My 
First Two Thousand Years, Maculay, 1928; and (2) The Invincible Adam, 
liver ight, 1932. Both arc written by Viorock and Eldridge. Hao third 
in the series, which I haven’t yet road, is Shlomo: The. Wandering 
Jewess, publisher and date .'unknown to me.

So th. books revolve about the other, both deal with’the same prin* 
cinal characters of course. And wandering around for two thousand 
years, the boys must naturally find something bettor to do than count 
peanuts and people. "Unendurable pleasure, indefinitely prolonged’ 
Yes, thev arc that kind of book. Credit Moskowitz, please then, with 
the "Yngvi" of 1939.

Now and then a fan luckily grabs off a rich prize for a small sum 
and is immediately made frothingly happy thereby. Witness Rothman cap
turing a good copy of the first Amazing for about 35p' in Philly. And 
bn the other hand, probably just as often, a fan is royally or other 
wise rooked, but we' don't hear his tale so often. Why not? life see no 
reason for being backward about such things; for we are certainly en
titled to gloat over your misfortune, in turn for being envious of 
your good fortune.

Gloat then, one end all, over the rooking of Tucker. That : rum 
Korshak, a self-advertised ’’honorable" book dealer fostered off on us 
a strange copy of Huxley’s satire, Brave New World (Doubleday, 1932), 
Strange,’in that it never ends for us correctly: the last section of 
43 or^so pages is repeated twice, and the same number of proper pages 
that ohould°be there” are missing. Wo repeat, Korshak: the rum!

Earl Singleton and myself once held dear the illusion that Nebraska 
Nellie, otherwise known as D. B. Thompson, was a girl. Earl called my 
attention to some of the writings of Thompson in then current fanmags, 
particularly a lengthy letter in Fanfare, which,. apparently,. he had 
dissected lino by lino, phrase by phrase, chasing the mirage. The
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mirage in quostidn was the exact sex of that critter, Tliompson. All I 
krevz "of Thompson at that time were Ids initials, DB. Nevertheless Earl 
soomocUto think I should Imovz all about everything, particularly as to 
the th or Thompson wore skirts or trousers.

Tice flattery was nice, but I couldn’t measure up to it. X don’t 
believe?! had exchanged more than one or two letters with the Nebraska 
Nibs. However 1 promised Earl I would soon be hot on tne trail of the 
mystery" because the natter interested ne, too; imagine a femme Ixidirg 
her fan talents under a cloak of secrecy.’ What a scoop it would ba for 
me, if I could but expose him/her. I looked into the letters. I must 
admit I was practically convinced; some of Thompson’s neat phrasing 
possesed an almost girlish twist; his syntax evon suggested it.

After debating the matter pro and con for several days, as to juste 
what would be the best, yet docent method for finding out, I threw cau 
tidy- to the and addressed a letter?to h±hi whith,? if' .1 tonember 
right, v?as headed "Dear Donna Belle”. .1 asked him point-blank his sex 
and he didn’t oven threaten a libel suit-.

To our collective regret, I think, Thompson turned out to bo a he 
So, proper apologies, Don, you had us worried for a while.

Usually wo are not statistical minded; long rows of figures on 
how many peasants oat black bread, ahd how many bloated capitalists 
own diamond" stick-pins leave us cold, except that _ sometimes vie specu
late on what a pea.sant would do if he found a diamond stick pin in 
his bread some morning. Or how a-’capitalist would behave should he 
suddenly find crumbs of black bread on Ills tie instead of a pin.

But statistics on fans, any kind of figures on any kind of fan, 
especially those on feminine fans, never fail to excite our attention. 
This is "due in part to our profound belief that qs,fans, we revolve 
more about ourselves and our fan body, than we do 4b out the pro mags. 
Tims it was that we swam with groat glee through the Widner article 
in the April Spaceways, commenting upon the -monstrous files Pop Swish
er keens on fan activity. Widner notes that Swisher has .some five thou 
sand names on tap, including everyone from ”thc most obscure individ
ual who ever had a letter published in a pro—mag and was never hoard 
from again”, right up to the Number One Face himself, ,

Swisher, as you may or may not know, depending on your knowledge 
of FAP A natters, publishes a very valuable fanzine called Check-List. 
Check-List (hcctographcd) lists in alphabetical order all the_ fanzines 
fandom ever concocted, including titles that were stillborn, and those 
that died a thousand deaths before they left the .would*ho”editor’s 
typewriter. I suspect ho even lists titles that cueist Only in some 
fan’s imaginations. Hundreds of them, past, present, and fixture. It is 
our opinion oho of the greatest crimes existing in fandom today is’ the 
unavailability of die ok-Li st in mimeograph form; it should bo spread 
the length and bro ad th of f andon.

And now, likewise, this checklist of five thousand fans. Wipe, wants 
the job of publishing those names, of creating?.the blue book of fan
dom? (Altho ’blue book’ hardly fits the situation in the sense used by 
thb outside vrorld.' Imagine the job of skimming the cream of those five 
thousand curdled quarts of r.iilkj) Wo havo done a bit of figuring, so 
here is the way you, ambitious one, can make a mint-of money.!

Allowing two linos per name, including of course address and data 
on the person, such as a brief note dating and placing Ills first and 
last letters (in the event he is no longer fanning^, it would require 
perhaps 160 pages to cover the five thousand, or slightly more. Break
ing this down to forty page sr per issue, a quartonly publication, in
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one year, could complete the list.
A project such, as that would sell about two hundred, copies, 

the proper advertising and allowing several months for the selling. On 
the basis of two hundred sales, the publication would sell for .ten- 
cents a copy, and do better than break even; figuring of course on a 
coat prevalent locally. That is, using the cost of my ovna fanzxnea as 
a working base. The cost would vary in other localities. It goes wltn- 
out saying of course that the deal must be strictly cash, tire two hun
dred copies must be sold, not traded, to pay ^or itself. Who volvn 
teers for the JOB?

Printing confidential letters from fans being somewhat of a crime 
it has occured to us that it is /a • corresponding crime/not to print 
some of the letters. We usually find our mail highly interesting, par
ticularly when written by a hard-hearted person who doesn't.give three 
damns what Planet or Unlcnown is currently offering, and finds more 
Pleasure in reporting the inner natures of fan acquaintances. Could 
some of these letters be published, they would, because of the high 
interest, crowd a fanzine's regular columns and articles into the back 
•of the magazine behind a reader's dopt.

Wc have in mind a long colorful letter from Elmer Perdue, written 
for publication at our invitation, upon tho completion of his long 
jour ne v across country from Now York City to his home in Kock Springs, 
Wyoming Enroute he visited Philedolphia, Cleveland, Chicago and us. 
W© told Elmer to pack his letter chock-full of juicy morsels and to 
pull no punches; and wo would run it in LcZ, Ho did. We didn't. We 
lokt nerve. Tho letter, as an article, is now hopelessly outdated, but 
it remains a treasure.

Probably the dr cam of every fan who someday oxpocts to rise above 
tho disgracing "outer circle" brand, is to edit a professional maga
zine. Horatio Algor like, some of them do; but with one exception you 
must apparently live in tho big city to do it.

We"have one of those dreams too, but it is quite battered and ki
cked around lately. Our idea of a dr cam pro-mug is a somi-slick thing, 
in the format and general appearance of, s ay Wr i t er s Digest or one of 
tho streamlined mcchrnix montlios, with perhaps 140 pogos at 20/ 
On the cover vic would have but one word, tho title, altho it might bo 
necessary to include tho date- and price. A really fantastic, yet beau
tiful. painting would be thereon; I have in mind,two superb creations 
of McCauley (Fantastic Adventures)— the one for “Floating Robot1', and 
the latest, title unknown to mo, picturing a red-haired miss riding a 
dragon. St. John, too, would have his chance.

The fiction would bo startlingly different from anything now ap
pearing in tho pulps. I have road a small bit of fantasy in 61ick mug?* 
azines, such as Liberty, Ladies Home Journal end the like that struck 
mo right there! 1 would stick mollerdramas, ray guns, hurtling ships, 
exploding generators, mad scientists, bug-eyed monsters, alien invad
ers, horrible slimes, invisible murderers, and all their slikening ilk 
into the wastebasket and tromp on them gleefully. In tho pages of the 
magazine would be stories . . , not names, not plots, not action, not 
clinches and cliche’s but stories. If, in the end, tho hero-died of 
lockjaw, well, that’s too bad, our little heroine would, presumably, 
h?,Vo to journey forth into the world to find another lover. Our hero 
ate conned dogged food and developed lockjaw, so sho's out of luck.

And of course I cm ouito aware of the consequences of such a pol
icy — cither I would ruin my publisher with one issue, or make Esqui
re's circulation look sick. All dcpctfuSing upon the receptive mind' of 

(Continued on paac 8)



Mt. Everest -

CONVERSATION GN MT. EVEREST

'oy

PAUL H. KLINGBIEL • HunoT •

ovorvthing vou say is true, Donn; assuming that Prof.Assuming ov oryrnxn g j remark of Marion’s about -weak
JWSvmL MS in FRONTIER ((Phil Schumann, 2767 N. 41sr ot

viiwaukoo ^Wia ^Ciub organ, and a darn good ’un. »Sonly a dime, or bo- 
a nuartor’ll bring you throe. TO)), I really can>t 300 „horo 

wo is aAy causo for alarm. Ho'll got over It. Genius is eccentric you 
know. His sudden disappearance, though disconcerting, doos not necessar
ily imply anything sinister. Ho may bo out town on business; and, if 
you want my candid opinion, it’s probably blonde business at that.

Donn bit his lip. ”1 wish I could agroo with you, ho said at last. 
"However ..." „ , , .

Donn paused. I could sec bn was laboring under a terrific mental 
strain. His hands were shaking like reeds in a gale, and since Betty 
suddenly clutched wildly for support, I suppose his knees were shaking, 
too. My friend’s evident grief pained mo, and because of that I magnaM- 
ously offered to hold Betty for him until he was in better spirits, but 
ho would have none of it. Nevertheless, my offer and the sincerity in 
which it was made touched him deeply- Vhth suaj.cn resolve he determined
to speak. ,

"Paul," ho said, "you are my friend, i was going to say nothing at 
first, but I see I must. I had a talk with tr.c Erol. after he found out 
about Marion’s remark. He was sunk in deepest < despair because he bnit he 
was seriously offending. ’Never again,’ he said, -will Prof. Genipuss 
appear in FRONTIER.’ I tried to soothe him, Paul, but it was of no use. 
’When people offend as I evidently have’ moaned Gcnipuss, ’there is only 
one thing for them to do. I will do it.’

Donn broke down completely. Even his 
the strain! Betty gently rubbed his nose 
the affectionate gesture vigorously.

Patting Betty’s head reassuringly, I 
where it was that Genipuss had gone.

"Can’t you guess?" he said. I told __
My mouth dropped open with sudden horror as an inquisitive fly buz

zed in. "Not to . . . to —?“ I choked.
"Yes,” said Donn, "ho went to a NESNES joint!"
I gave an explosive gasp of dismay and out came the fly. "Yhy thia 

is terrible!" I said with .evident relief. "Do you know that they actu
ally soli . . The thought was so horrible, I could not voice it,

Donn’s tear-stnined face peeped out at me from under Betty’s arm, 
and I saw that he, too, was horrified.

I grabbed my hat, chased the pestiferous fly, and buzzed off’ 
zoomod past I gave Betty’s hand a reassuring squeeze, and then 
gone. Certainly Genipuss did not believe that he had offended to 
extent that he must seek relief thru the agency of that . . . that

iron nerve was cracking under 
in sympathy and Donn returned

gently asked Donn point blank

yon he felt he had offended.”

As 1
I vias 
‘■..the 
vile 

mouthEastern concoction. Just to think of brown juice drooling from his 
and defiling that patriaohal board made me faint at heart.

1 clenched my teeth and raced on, promising myself that if Genipuss 
came to any harm through a statement made by an irresponisbXe girl, I 
would personally see to it that she got her just deserts.

Finally the "harmless-look!ng entrance of the NESNES joint came into 
view. This was the dreaded, dreadful spot that Abdul Alhazred could 
saarcely bring himself to speak of in that soul-searing tome, the NE- 
CRONOMICON,

I hesitated, fearful of what I might find within the cavernous maw

suaj.cn
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of that awful place. Then faintly to my straining ears came a hint of 
that blasphemous melody, "I'm Nobody's Baby J" Heaven help Genipuss, if 
he Heard that seductive tunc.

Clutching my Buck Rogers' Chief Explorer Pin in my left hand, sh
oving open the rotting wooden door with my right hand, I Xetrblaze wi- 
th the heat gun in my other hand!

The heat thus loosed was frightful Indeed, and it swept everything 
before it in a blaze of glory* At last the den stood revealed to my 
eyes I

But you can’t surprise a NESNES girl. Seeing the havoc my heat ray 
had caused, she stretched out a well-tanned arm and softly chanted, “On 
ly Had Dogs and Englishmen Go Out in the Midday Sun."

Not to be outdone, for it would be .unseemly to have a servant of 
the Law seen in an embarrassing position, I calmly picked her up in my 
free arm and took her along. A person never knows when a hostage will 
come in handy. , T , , . . ,Volumes I could write on the horrors I encountered and vanquished 
before I found Prof. Genipuss in the third room to the right. And 
it was that I arrived- when I did. 'Again my boat, gun blazed out and again 
the day was saved, for the terrific heat instantaneously changed the 
vile drug in Geninuss's hand into harmless glowing embers!

Genipuss dropped the red-hot embers and extended a warm hand in 
welcome. "Son," he said, "You arrived in the nick of time. I was just 
about to ..." „. , n- r, , „"I know 11 I replied. "And I am thankful you have been spared, for 
in all t^e universe there is no more dreadful, habit-forming drug than 
SEN SEN’"

THE EiJD 
h nn« tt nn n it it a »tt n 11 n u n n » tt « » tr it i> ” ” ” « ” ” ” ” ” " ” " ” ” ” ” "11"11" " " " " "11" " "11"11" 51 " " " " " " "11" ” " 
Mumblings. Continued from page 6

the great mass of readers and their degree of fever from reading the 
tripe now being dished out by the majority.

One of the pleasures of reading a good book Is the fact you pro 
bably had to wade thru two or throe rotten ones to find it. A few weeks 
ago wo picked up at a sale for the amazing sum of one dime, a small, 
volume entitled "Lady Into Pox", and also carrying another story, "Man 
in the Zoo". Well, well, V© chirped, what a bargain! Only a dime!

" We wish to hell we had the dime back! It would have purchased a big 
glass of beer, a Buck Rogers rocket pistol, or ten licorice Sticks, any 
of which would have afforded us more enjoyment, "Lady Into Fox" is a dry 
rambling stinker, concerning the trials and tribulations of an honest 
English gentleman who unknowingly married a were-fox, we suppose the 
critter could be called. Presto-change, one night his wife develops into 
a fox and trots away, much to his annoyance and agitation. Presently she 
presents him with a litter of little were-foxes, we presume, and conven
iently gets herself bumped off by some of the boys riding to the hounds, 
lie were never so glad to see a femme done away.

And then with a calculating eye Y/e approached "Man in the Zoo", by 
the same author unfortunately. It was slightly better, just slightly. 
Some poor boob is jilted by his femme friend (in London): and as revenge 
concocts the idea of living in the zoo with the animals until such a 
time as she repents. He persuades the zoo authorities they need a spec
imen of genus homo, and they clap him between a coupla apes. By and by 
the girl gives in, but don’t let that bother you. The book has neat 

(Concluded on page 14)



’•Complicated” is the word for Forrie, Easily analyzed in some re- 
spects, exceptionally difficult to understand in others, fandom’s num
ber one face is in many ways similar to ono of those diablocal little 
wire puzzles — so deceptively simple in appearance, yet almost impos— 
sible to crack unless one has the key. And the key to Ackerman*s true 
psychology is likeiv to remain solely in his possession, unknown and 
unknowable, save in its more superficial aspects, to any but himself.

He is a cultured person with innate good taste. His thoughts and 
Ideas are well-defined, and his hand shows mental clarity as well as a 
desire for harmony In his surroundings. It is not likely that Fomis 
can approach a job unless everything io neatly in its place and in good 
order. Ho’Is'versatile, artistic, with a rather nice feeling for balan
ce and proportion,' He has good ■ practical judgement, ability to como 
down 'to facts without wasting time on unnecessary detail.

There is a certain fondness for ‘’grand” gestures here, a liking 
for drum thumping, whooping, and hollering. His natural good taste, 
however, prevents this from developing into too blatant exhibitionism 
in the Aimec iicPhcrson manner.

Despite a certain adaptability, Eorric would very probably be qui
te unhappy- should circumstances force him out of his own particular 
little group of friends and acquaintances. Some explanation for this is 
found in the fact that ho has little extrovert sympathy or genuine in
terest in people. His interest is in things — an introvert character
istic — and in people only as they, effect ^hosc things, and only inso
far as a detached interest in why and how they do'ouch and such a th
ing. He is, as a consequence, a reserved individual in personality, 
oven, it is likely, to his closest friends.

His handwriting itself is a camouflage? a forest of papier-macho, 
through which can bo glimpsed briefly portions of the dark land of his 
mind. Of that handwriting he says: ”My hand "writing” (more like drawing 
devolopt to a high degree) is studied and entirely artificial, of cour
se, but then, it is "natural” for me to write artificially. • ♦

Which sums it up about as well as anything.

Warner, Jr.

Harry is that rarity — the extrovert with most of tho boat traits 
of tho Introvert. He is very practical and economical, which helps ox«* 
plain in port the astonishing regularity, neatness, and long life of 
Spaceways. He doos not jump to conclusions; neither, doos ho often form 
snap judgements • — rather does ho consider all angles of a case first, 
and then wait .until previously unknown factors have- manifested themsol- 
vos. This is largely responsible for his well-known isolationist vlew-

(Concluded on page 33)







A Debate

Article -
Pros D. George Fenton 
Con! Fred T. Fischer.

Pro says: 
reached at sixteen

The question! Would you like to live forever?
'Mental science claims that man’s mental^ peak is 

years. This statement, idly uttered in conversation, - ------«n" 1” — «hi
screw argument between myself and a friend of mine- ©no night .^entiy, 
and. gradually the conversation shifted to immortality, its oenefits am 
its drawbacks. For my part I could envisage practically none of the lat

brought on the usuAl

ter and many of the former. '
Ten thousand years ago in a small Homan village, ^man was standing 

in a crowd, gleefully watching the exebution of ' another .a The: stories
In detail, mit it seems that this SoMst-sta tola to^eftaln-onsear- 

” came again. To the sadist this was a punishment, but 1 
imve always ’ thought that to me it would have been & privilege, if the 

: nr< vile "-s'had not been imposed by religious or inhuman intolerance.
’ ~ Just imagine: Days, months, years, and centuries pass — the his
tory of the human race unfolds oefore you. ■

"But " said my friend, "in 500 years you would be, to the rest of 
the human race, as a man of Columbus ’ day would be to us. Bosh! Evolu
tion of the human race is counted in millions of years, not in centuries 
"But " said he "you would stand still. Hou could not understand cue 
new mathematics’ the new medical discoveries,, the new social order —

’ '"As to that I 'said, "listen! .Day after day, the newspapers come 
out''with this'and that. I go dorm, .th?- years-,. gradually absorbing that 
'nowknowledge. Today, I read of a new drug on the market. Tomorrow I get 
sick and my doctor uses this drug. I am alive Next year J
Improved radio. I naturally buy one. Through chc advertising I absorb, I 
understand as much as any layman about this novz improved radio Centur
ies pass and I ^avo gono along with them, adding daily to my'knowledge 
of the world and its changes, just as HOU do, even though you’ve passed 
the age’'of sixteen---- 11

My friend interrupted there. Don’t forget
will hold only so many convolutions.'1 Bbsh again. "ho = Ingest brain ever 
known to medical history was the brain of an imbecile. There is no ^Lmit 
to the amount of knowledge a human brain can absorb. . -

If a human were to be transported 1000 years into the future in a 
£hsh, naturally ho would be behind the times. He would prbhably .walk up 

. Jo. a house and no door, no keyhole, no handle would greet his expectant

that the human brain

byo. He would. vzallc around, foolishly, trying to get into the house while 
the'people inside would look out at him through the -transparent walls of 
&e"house. (transparent from the inside out, but of a material that would 
'dilow the sun’s beneficial rays to shine in, yet keep out harmful ef- 
'fects -and curious vision) —- The people inside would look out, : saying, 
-look at that poor dumb-wit ted, dopey cave-man out there trying to get 
in. My,’"ain’t he the dope?” Finally he vzould be shown the way In and he 

'would'’try t o turn on a light. No fixture, no. bulb, is visible. He wan
ders around punching things and twisting, knobs, and the Moderns just la
ugh and laugh. For they know that one merely flthinksu a light cm

But.’ If the poor dopey eaveman had lived day after day,.-h© would 
have seen the changes come. The irradiated walls, the photoelectric li
ght that turned- on at' a thought, the pocket telephone everybody carried 
(the size of a quarter and almost as thin) which allowed two-way - convert 
sation to everyone.
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Again my friond bellowed in anguish, at my ignorance. • “Th© human 
who studies finds that educational prnctices--are bebomlng more, involv 
ved, more specialized and complex every day/' he protested. . TI.fty/years 

‘ -- - an average of six years .before-going into the world 
' ‘ ' Now they study 16 ye ar a■ agoy-people studied

as educated and fitted for making a living.
beforS becoming qualified for a profession. _

All this is'true. To be a professional in-any line ono muAt"ovuuy 
many years and the future will show more time being spent in learning. 
But the average man, just as today, will never be able to compete with 

* the professional in learning.My knowledge of medicine., mata, social his
tory, and economics is that of a layman, but I could, if necessary, ahd 
if I had tho time for century after century — I could learn enoug ,
roly to- keen on making a living. .

Just supposing I would be a doctor. I would know that X was to be 
here for all* time until the very end of time. I would enter a good -m 
versity (say next century after all home tics had e on. dis solved) and ,0- 
uld stidy along for a number of years and get my practicing degree Good 

now I’m a doctor. Tho now discoveries are brought to my attention, 
lust as t^oy arc to all doctors, month after month. My mind, my body, 

v4rtv That is, my native intelligence suffers no decrease in03 ?id So «dd ability to loom 1= ®ot of o fair-
tv-ycor-old man. Fifty years pass away, end all my patients orc P*3^’ 
too. (Through no fault of mine.) To keep from being an °^cct ox -uri- 
ositry because of my continued youthfulness, I move to another port oX 
the world I again enter university as a Freshman medical studcn«, and 
find that* in THIS century ten years arc required for tho obtaining, of a 
degree. Okay’ I've plenty of time. I’ve already had fifty years txneri — 
once and I’m a pretty smart freshmen. In fact, I'll probably - .nurpplSO 
some of my professors. So this procedure, we’ll say, goes on for a .thou
sand "errs t

Groat changes have come upon tho Earth. The governments have? all bo
on consolidated, and only one tongue is spoken. Woll, I’ve boon hero all 
tho time,"and through the years I have picked up the language, the cus
toms, the ideas and the incidental knowledge to get along in life. I in- 
entering another .university, perhaps on Mars, as a Freshman in Medicine. 
The course now takes 100 years to finish because human life has been in
creased to span 300 years of living. I’ve got the time, and better still 

.I’ve got thbse.years of experience and: Those brain convolutions! Boy, 
is my brain convoluted-!

Along comes the year 21,421, and I Save just reeeiveo. a hurry call 
to the mines of Pluto where a cave-in has killed and wounded thousands,I 
stop easily through tho walls of my office (the proper mental wave auto 
maticallv actuating certain atom-separation apparatus) and I get into my 

‘ ■ plastic /spacer". I set ci knob on the proper pin-point on my constell- 
• atnon map on the instrument panel, and in 15 minutes by the clock I'm on 

•Pluto. (The reason I’ve gone by ’’spacer" is that my "transferrer” can’t 
work. The cave-in on Pluto destroyed the receiving set — otherwise I 
would r*ave gone into my metal cabinet on Barth, turned the knob and dis 
integrated into a wave pattern easily reassembled on Pluto.

Is all-this strange to me? No. I've gone along with the world, never 
dosing my youth, my vitality, and my ability to absorb the new things as 
they come along. ., ,,

I 'maintain that I would like to live until the Planets of the 
Universe are again dust, and the energies that flow through us are once 
more or^y cosmic static. To see the sun grow .cold, and the human race 

' reach the pinnacle of perfection. Perhaps I shall. Who ’mows?
# * •» * *
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’ Ite question’has been posed to me: AMcH would you take if you were 
given ‘the unalterable choice of eternal life or an ordinary span a exts- 

beain with let me personalize my arguments by applying them to 
YOU. For YOUR personal contentment would be that Involved if everlasting 
life were vours; Happiness, it Is almost univerally ■ agreed.- is tne 
coal of mankind — better one hour of Joy than a lifetime of sorrow, a 
lifetime of unrest, a Ilf time of misery. TMattisZSy point and that 
alone “11 I attempt to amplify, for if you agree with me on this Initial 
Zse and if I can prove that eternal life can bring only sorrow, then 
Ftoe adSrably defended my judgement in deciding that an ordinary span 
of life is most certainly to be preferred over immortality.

Fo-* what if that immortality was a curse — a curse more permanent 
and enduring than chains or tho earth itself? Life, everlasting would be 
lust that — a fixed- and unalterable agony of living susceptible not even 
at its worse to suicide.

Before launching into my reasons xor believing trds ,, allow me^to al- 
gross momentarily to briefly consider uhe ono main Joy I could xlnd ^n 
imortality. As 'one who sincerely believes in tho future greatness «f tho 
human race, I would most certainly think it worthwhile to bo privelcgcd a 
glimpse into tho wonders of the coming centuries, but only a glimpse. I 
should not enjoy the prospect of those wonders becoming as stale and us- 

pq me as other commonplace actualities of today, and I .am sure that 
the mind of man must sometimes lose the freshness, the viewpoint of ever- 
neymess, which for perhaps a century or so would greet every marvel and 
every accomplishrier * with amazed acclaim — but that would* inevitably be
come accustomed to the very routine of invention and civilized progress.

Nor would I enjoy living until that ’ tine' when' the xroi1 Id- mebts .its 
destined, doom. I would not be able, with a sound mind, to witness the 
death struggle of man in submergence, the slow dying of the forces ol li
fe, the sure march of glaciers over a dead frozen world, the Cheer lonli- 
ness of an existence without companionship save the glittering stars or 
the beckoning beams from yet other distant planets evolving from-.the ..-fur
nace of creation. , „ ,

But what if I could go from world to world, you ask, living on each, 
savoring eadh now civilization and deserting that civilization when con
ditions’became untenable for supporting life other than myself? Have you 

if I werenot hoard of the Wandering Jew? Would I bo any happier than he 
eternally driven, homeless, from world to world, with'only a nostalgic 
and ineradicable momry to remind mo of the onco-grcon hills and valleys, 
the shining seas and scouted air, of Earth — my Earth,

.■Disregarding the purely emotional reaction to tho thought of cxis«* 
ting forever and ever, there is tho material' question of adaptability.

Could a person keep up, mentally, with future men — mon of over 500
years hence?

Scientists uniformly agree that the race is still evolving. If so, 
cothe-man of today, if allowed to live until the 27th century, might be ri 

different from those about him, physically and mentally, as the Neander 
thal man is different from today’s man. The time need not be too far dis
tant to warrant such a gulf in mere appearances, because with the rapid 
strides of medicine and physical culture men changes now even in genera
tions. Five centuries would bring far greater changes than increased life 
spans, freedom from allergies and disease, and corresponding physical ch
anges in body measurements such as height and weight.

Five centuries would bring mental changes. The capacity even Gf gen
ius-is limited. Learning roaches a blank wall or a point beyond which it
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cannot progness. Could the Neanderthal man, if one nad survived until 
now, compete with modern man? rot even structurally, zlo would have 
strength but little else. Ills very brain pan would not accomodate the ac
cumulation of knowledge. ...

Even so with me — or YOU — 500 years from now. Me would grow men
tally along with those about us to a certain point, Then,we would slowly 
find ourselves losing ground. The subtler methods, the higgler systems of 
thought and abstract intelligence in general, would be too complicates 
and too fine for one without a proportionately altered nervous senstivity 
or sensibility. Y/e would not be able to attune ourselves to sucn methods 
as telepathy and extra-sensory manipulation of common appliances.Our neu
rone paths would be too coarse to carry the necessarily delicate impres—. 

sions considered so usual to Future-man.
Fow would ^t feel to be an outcast and an atavism among people wnom 

eventually I could not even understand? I do not believe my life would be 
hawny, because I would at least have the intelligence to realize my 
inferiofit-m If the future people should evolve, as many scientists be
lieve, into’ big-headed monstrosities —- would not my mere physical;dif
ference make me unappy and uncorif or table i

At any rate, 500 years from now 1 would be surrounded by people I 
could only regard as geniuses. According to present-day standards I might 
be a genius myself, but by their st an dor— I I would perhaps have been 

able to accumulate wealth, fame,-and in my 500 years of existance,
but those Future-men could outsmart me .ran take away all my honors and my 
trappings of achievement without too much o_.. ort.

‘l could excel in none of their ujdcr'.ors except in ignorance alone. 
To be so sunremoly ignorant would rln mako mo unhappy. Men like to
be normal, usual, ordinary. I could net oc happy by being too different, 

To myself I have proved my point and approved my choice of a normal 
life spar/. If you agree with me that unhappiness or discontentment awaits 
the immortal, then I have also proved my point to you, and you must ap
prove my choice also.

Nature meant that all things should come to an end. Therefore:

THE END

Mumblings. Concluded from page 8

bindings, and a dust Jacket, too. Think of all that for a dlmel

As we mentioned before, we do most of our heavy thinking at night. 
Ue hereby advise everyone to give up this revolting practice. Y/ovldn’t 
do to have you as mentally alert as -we are, Good night.
& J THE END

A MAH SET OUT TO CONQUER SPACE-------------

His methods were strange. He had no type of rocket or other mater
ial vessel. His methocL worked, too, but there was one flaw, you sea, 
and his conouest failed — and yet, in his way, the man succeeded1----

Don't miss HARkY JENKINS’ quietly tragic little thio, of one-man’S
unforgettable courage,

"THE VOICE OUT OF SPACE”
in the fourth . . , 
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Just recently I was thinking about how so Many stories are camou
flaged under the loose cloak of fantasy, and I came to the conclusion 
that there are four major headings under which could be incorporated 
all of the various '’different plots. There is some overlapping be
cause certain stories can be classified as coming under more than one 
of the headings, but in the main it is probable that all fantasies are
predominantly of:

1.
2.
3.

This world 
Other worlds 
Other dimensions 
The weird

In order to identify plots to my own satisfaction, I tad to fur
ther sub-divide the general, and then it was but a step further to se
lect certain tales which I considered to be typical of each breakdown. 
It may interest you to glance over my outline, as well as to discover 
whether or not wo are in agreement over any of tne stories I’vo picked 
to exemplify it. I’ve given my favorite story as well as a second and 
third choice in every group, and I’d really be interested in knowing 
what YOUR selections might be.

Also, there ar© bound to be filrther categories I’ve overlooked, 
but the following outline is of infinite flexibility and if you think 
a heading or a subheading needs adding, why help yourself.

1. THIS WORLD. Tales of:

Unknown Lands

SHE — H, Ridor Haggard.
THE FACE III THE ABYSS — A. Merritt.
THE LAND THAT TIME FORGOT — Edgar Rice Burroughs.

The Destruction of Civilization

WHEN WORLDS COLLIDE — Philip Wylie and Edwin
Balmer

DARKNESS AND DAWN —- Goorge Allan England. 
THE SECOND DELUGE — Garrett P. Serviss.

Prehistory or the Past

LEST DARKNESS FALL — by L. Sprague De Camp.
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THE ROARING TRUMPET — L. Sprague De Camp and Fletcher 
Pratt,

KING OF WORLD’S EDGE — li. Warner Munn.

Subtorranoan Adventure

THE MOON POOL ~ A. Merritt' '
AT THE EARTH’S CORE — Edgar Rice Burroughs
THE EYE OF BALAMOK — Victor Rosseau

Subsea Adventure

20,100 LEAGUES UNDER TEE SEA — Jules Verne 
MARACOT DEEP — A. Conan Doyle 
THE TEMPLE — H. P. Lovecraft

Robots

REINCARNATE — Lester Del Ray 
HELEN O' LOY — Lester Del Ray 
ADAM LINK, ROBOT — Sando Binder

The Future

REBIRTH — Thomas C. McClary 
THE TORCH — Jack Bechdolt
THE RED HAWK (Part III of THE MOON MAID) — E. R.

Burroughs
2. OTHER WORLDS. Tales of:

Life on other Planets

A MARTIAN ODYSSEY — Stanley Weinbuum
PENTON AND BLAKE novelettes —• Jolin W. Campbell 
THE RED BRAIN — Donald Mandrel

Interplanetary Adventure

AFTER WORLDS COLLIDE — Balmer and Wylie 
THE GODS OF MARS — Edgar Rice Burroughs 
TRIPLANETARY — E. E. Smith

War Between the Worlds

THE WAR OF THE WORLDS — H. G. Wells 
INVADERS FROM OUTSIDE — J. Schlossel 
dfoSMIC ENGINEERS — Clifford Simak

Visitors Krom Other Spheres

OLD FAITHFUL —» Ray Ggllun
THE KID FROM MARS — Oscar J. Friend 
E3 FROM PROYCON — • Nat Sdhaahnbr ?

Superscience

SPACEHOUNDS OF THE IPC — E. E. Smith
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GRAY LENSMAN — E. E. Smith
SKYLARK THREE — E. 3. Smith

3. OTHER DIMENSIONS. Talon of:

Microcosmic Adventure

THE GIRL IN TEE GOLDEN ATOM — Ray Cummings 
THE DIZiMOND LENS — Fitz-James O’Brien.
A MATTER OF SIZE — Harry Bates

Macrocosmic Adventure

THE MAN FROM THE ATOM — G. Peyton Wertenbakor 
COLOSSUS — Donald Wandrai
EXPLORERS INTO INFINITY — Ray Cummings

The Fourth Dimension

THE BLIND SPOT — Homer Zon Flint and Austin Hall 
BEYOND TEAT CURTAIN* — Robert ore Williams 
LOCKED WORLDS — Edmond Hamilton

Time Travel

THE SHIP OF ISHTAR — >1. Merritt
THE ASSAULT ON MIRACLE CASTLE — Hyatt, (?)
THE MAN WHO MASTERED TIME — Ray Cummings

TiiE WEIRD. Talcs of:

Horror

TH3 PIT AND THE PENDULUM — E, A. Poo
THE MASQUE 0? THE RED DEATH — E. A. Poo
LILi CALL OF CTKULU — II. P. Lovecraft

Ghosts or Entities

THE STATEMENT OF RANDOLPH CARTER — H. P. Lovecraft 
THE MONKEY’S PAW — W. W. Jacobs
OUTWARD BOUND —- Sutton Vano

Monsters

THE MAN WITH A THOUSAND LEGS — F. B. Long, Jr.
........ ‘ PROTEUS ISLAND — Stanley Weinbaum

, .. . SLIME — P. Schuyler Miller

Surgery

A MATTER OF FORM — H. L. Gold 
SUCCUBUS — (?)

* • THE EMPEROR’S HEART — Stanley Kostlcos

Fantastic Adventure ■ ■

GREYFACE — Sax Rohmer
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SAPPHIRE DEATH — George F. Worts 
DAY THE WORLD ENDED — Sax Rohmer

Vampires, Werewolves, etc.

THE WEREWOLF OF PARIS — Guy Endere 
DARKER THAN YOU THINK — Jack Williamson 
DRACULA —Brom Stoker

Oddities

INTO THE INFINITE — Austin Hall
BURN, WITCH, BURN! — A. Merritt
THE PHANTOM IN THE RATBOW — Slater Lalies ter

Well, that’s my outline and those aro my selections for the beat 
three stories in each group. W don’t you compare your favorites with 
Mine? We will probably bo in agreement just about as eCton as I draw 
all Hearts in a bridge game.

Isn’t it sad the way AMAZING has gone to seed? • Of course Fantas
tic Adventures has gone to sood, too, but after all, it’s just a ^^by 
in tha fantascionce fold end-can’t bo expected to know any better. OU 
<rayryt> Should! Yet it’s garish, blatant, deliberately childish, am 
editor has arbitrarily accepted it as a cold fact that the majority of 
readers have adolescent mentalities, and tho format, the contents, and 
the general calibre of tha magazine is styled exclusively for such a 
^^Perhaps the policy.'is a good one, financially spooking. If the el* 
aim were" made that AMAZING has a hotter circulation than wy other sei- 
ontifiction magazine, I would not contest tho statement. But 'dt io 
no vo* the lacs a disappointment to tho mature, sophi sice, tod fan that AMA- 
BING-now caters to infants rather than to adults, and oven the chining 
name of Burroughs won’t boost it much higher, because Burroughs istPt 
fit Ids best in AMAZING. Ho is writing down to his public, rather than 
over his head.

I once- r/roto on article which was published in Lew Martin’s AL
CHEMIST under the title of ”£.stounding — Highhat but Topholo. ” If I 
were not overcome with laziness at the very prospect I would bo tempted 
to send him a companion piece entitled. "Amazing — Lowbrow but Dofin—- 
itoly."

It makes me rather sad. to remember the way AMAZING plunged into 
print"in the good old days when it was tho sturdy pioneer' destined te 
courageously blaze tho way for a horde of fantasy folioo, and then to 
recall its slow decadence into tho respectable quasi-oxiStance it bare
ly survived under T. O’Connor Sloane, and then — today! Ugh! I shudder 
with shamo for tho traitorous editor who sb Id AMAZING down tho river — 
for tho man who swapped tho shining- standards of .proud'sei Antif let J.bnnlL 
fatherhood, the honor of being FIRST, for the dubious pleasure of being 
last. "The swallowed the lure of gold and increased circulation and re
gurgitated tho odor of tripe.

Batter literary death than dishonor!

Another complaint I’d like to register most cmphatie&lly is this : 
the orcoiding editor of ARGOSY has not only ruinod tho readers’ page 
with >lo ver-- vtnfvnny cracks, but has completely ruined tho magazine by 
ro-slzlng < t“ J — ™



THE PREPOSTEROUS PROPHESYING OF TIM P OHTAUTISSHAN

- Washington. - JACK SPEER - A MUTANT Article-

April 1, 1928

Dear Mr, Gernsback--
I know you to have boon tho founder of tho first regular science 

fiction magazine, and at this time still Its editor. I an therefore 
sending the enclosed manuscript to you. You may consider it for publica
tion as fiction, but as a nfetter of fact, it is a brief history of the 
•ext twelve years.

Yours, :«•
Tim P O’Nautisshan.

June 2, 1928

Dear Mr. Nautisshan?

I have read with much Interest the manuscript you sent me, But for 
a number of reasons find it unsuitable for publication. I might say tnat 
I do not uausally go into any great detail with the author joncerning 
the reason for rejecting his story, unless there is a possibility or it 
being re-written to suit our requirements* However, for a new author y 
show definite promise; and I hope that you will try again with some ocn- 
©r story.

You show an unusual ability to string words together smoothly 5- 
that is to say, you have a good writing style; and while th_s is 
^ost important thing in writing sclentiflotion, it is a Mg adv^J°be 
Your story also had an unusually strong effect of realism, perh 
cause of your employment of irrelevant detail to give the 
a device employed by the immoral H. G. Wells and other well-known n V

You s@em to have gone to far in this direction, however, so 
that your story lacks unity.

Also, thb general subject matter of the manuscript is W
the kind of thing we publish. While it is true that most scientifictioh 
tales take place in the future, the emphasis is upon the mechanical an 
social advances, rather than political and economic movements on which 
there is great disagreement. In the last page of your manuserxp , J 
mention a derivative of Uranium which supposedly heralds the advent 

atomic power, and you mention crude television broadcasting S
Yl’s coronation. If you had developed these subjects more, the story 
would have been more in line with the type of fiction we print. However, 
the ideas of. atomic power and television are old ones now and probably 
bheir realization will come sooner than you expect.

As it is, the only scientific advances that figure largely in your 
story are the tanks and bombers employed by the Germans, whic— are u 
slight improvements upon the World War models. Your description of your 
ideas of future military tactics might conceivably be of interest to mil 
it ary men, except that any army men could see many fl aww in the picture 
you present. For example, the thin line of German soldiers depleted 
on your map as stretching from Laon to Abberville would be utterly bro
ken up a day by the Allied armies on both sides of them, so that in 
stopping your story at this supposedly crucial point, you do not achieve 
the "Lady or the Tiger” effect which you apparently intended. This is 
entirely aside from the fact that France would never permit Germany to 
build up a new military machine, even if* the highly, successful uennan
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Republic should‘ever again make t .ch a foolhardy attempt.
I do not think that the pessimistic picture you present would go 

well with the great majority of Americans and other people all. over 
world who, almost without exception, live under Republican forms of goy- 

.ernment and would not think of going backward. Apparently the only re
ason which you assign for the breakdown of faith in democracy is the 
world-wide depression which you predict for 1929 and thereabout. I re
lieve you will find that nearly all competent economists will tell you 
that the post-war depression come and passed in 1921. There is no rea 
son to believe that the present cyclo of prosperity and higher standards 
of living will not go on rising indefinitely. And certainly, if such a 
tale aS yours were published botwoen now and the November,elections, it 
would be construed as an attempt to influence those electrons, - and work 
to our disfavor. There is no reason Why scicntiflotion should become in
volved in party politics, as I have had to tell a*number of writers who 
have submitted veiled political propaganda to Amazing Stories..

Some of your characters act rather unconvincingly. Governor Roosa- 
-- - ■ • type, nor aro a number of other well-known figures

Hitler, hovzever, who scorns to be the central cha
racter of your story, if it has one, is said by you to be a maniac, 

a power-mad Noro, a screaming lunatic, and

volt is not untrue to
you mention. Adolf

o thorving madman, a fool,
things indicating mental unbalance, and his 
as former dope addicts, sadists, and other - -d-- —
pict them carrying through succssfully on Impossibly difficult diploma-—

end finally defeating the French Army, the finest in the world, ir; 
obstacles. Certainly this doos not ring true, I 
Gorman political loader named Hitler, and wc wo- 
sorious trouble if wo published a story naming

loutonants arc referred
abnormal

to
things; yet you dc-

oy;
the fuco of insuperablo 
believe that there is a 
uld bo in peril of very
and depicting him thus.

The love story of the Prince of Wales and the American woman Is 
very pastel, as the art critics say, but a little too improbable.

Also quite improbable is the series of incidents which you have na
med "tho crucifixion of Lindbergh”. Lindy is firmly enshrined in the 
heart of America, and his name will rank high on the roll of groat Ameri
cans as long as Aviation enduros.

Those last few criticisms bring up a point which, alone, would make 
it impossible to publish your story without drastic revision. You proba
bly do not know of tho rule in publishing circles that*living persons, 
and deceased. persons with members 03? their families still living, must 
not bo used ns characters in fiction. Since most of your story rests up
on tho activities of persons you name again and again, and some of whom, 
such as tho winner of the election this year and the Prince of Wales, 
could not be possibly disguised, it would bo impracticable for you to 
attempt to rovritc it.

However, as I said at the beginning, I hope to seo more of your wo
rk, and believe that you will bo able to sell us a story some day.

By the way, thanks for the “plug” for scicntifiction that you work
ed in with tho description of tho ’’War of the Worlds-” broadcast; but ta
ke it from one who knows through long experience, it will bo ■ mmy, many 
years beforo tho ideas of scicntifiction got that firmly Ifitpiontod in
people1s minds J

^uly 5

Yours truly,
Hugo Gornsback, Edi tor.

Bear Gcmsy——
Hoh, boh!

Tim P 01 Nautisshan.
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beinr pursued by the Great Gilbert for almost a week, I an 
compell^ to witc my autobiography. I am sadly afraid, however, that 
it Mil net be as interesting as those of ; isener ano. ..anson. u«t any
way, I. shall make a valiant attempt.

On the morning of February 9, 1926, I was born. A very Undramatic 
beginning, but that theme has been carried thruout mylife — uncrama- 
tic, During the early years of my life I die. noting o± interest except 
scoot through grammar school. There I was sharply reprimended by wnxte- 
haired teachers for reading books ai^ove my supposed grade level. But I 
persisted in reading. During those early years I read too unitn, for now 
I can, remember ve^y little of vzhat I read tn.en» Ax ter leaving grammar 
school and entering Jr. high School, I became interested in art. I sho
uld say, became more interested in art. There in hi school I laoorec. 
and labored over ray artwork as I have never done hex ore. If someone 
should happen to visit this Jr. High School today, tney would undoubt
edly find some of my artwork stuck somewhere in the art department. 
For you see, during those years, I worked evening on-.evening, on one or 
two drawings; laboring with water colors and show card paints. It was 
during these blissful years that I worked for a painter, and learned 
the combinations of colors, art of lettei'ing, etc. When I entered Sr. 
High School, I gave up my art, because I couldn’t work it in with my 
studies. But there I tool: to reading s-f and fantasy rather profilicly. 
Verne, ’ells, Smith and others were duly assimilated. how well I remem
ber the one day in early ’38 when Billy Houston,a collector ox s-f and 
a friend, tried to get me to read seme nstoundmgs. But I was swayed 
from them by another friend who advised me that I wouldn’t understand 
them.

About two months after the first Startling came out, Houston moved 
to Georgia, and when he did he found that he could, not take his maga
zines with him. So he sold them to Hugh Robinson and I, since we col
lected together. We secured Astoundings back to '36, Amazings back to 
’57, Thrilling Yfondcr back to early ’33, all of Harvel, * Dynamic, and 
Fantastic Adventure. All told we got about 300 s-f magazines in excel
lent condition for the immense sura of s,?l. 50. Immediately after acquiring 
them, I started on the Amazings and Fantastic Adventures and read them 
with great relish. Then I started in on the Astoundings and Unknowns. 
It was during this period that I bought a Super Science off the news
stands and noticed a letter from one Joseph Gilbert. Long may this be a 
red-letter day, at leaat for me. For through this magazine I met one of 
the best persons I've ever known.. Immediately I wrote him; invited him 
over to my house, and after about a wook he accepted the invitation, 
then he came, he brought about 10 fan magazines. And his choice of in
troductory fanzines was good, for ho brought Pluto. LfiZ n n Dill 11 I
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and the now defunct Stardust. From that moment I was captivated b y 
fanzines and fandom. Sibert, analyzing my handwriting, asked me if I 
would like to bo the artist'Bor the ^^23 S^ar. And foi^the
first time in nearly two years and a half . I sat uown tv w. aw. I la o 
ed several nights over plain and colored pencil drawings. Jo°
them, I was the official artist of the Southg^
tried my hand at artwork for the various lansinu.. .1
innerconfliet as to which I’d rather do; ciraw or., wri e. outside

A few preferences now, if you don’t mind. favorite author^ outside 
cf the s-f field are too numerous to mention, so I think I 11 3^ c°^" 
fine myself to the s-f pros. Like: Binder, i.^ore, de Cainp, -Glco.., Ca- 
bot Hubbard Van Sogt, S. D. Gottesman. (Corwin, ouC.), bellman, l?^s SX many others. Dislike extremely: Kummer, yr., Hamilton ( tho 
not at rare intervals), Winterbotham. As to the artists, I prefer Fin
lay, Bok, Cartier, and -Krupa in that ...orderDislike uorcy, Giunta, 

’ ’Jackson. There are a few preferences inside- the s-f and xanta^y field 
I think that .I’m easy to get along with, friendly, but set in my P°^" 
tical Civil' Uar, and snorts opinions, i.y ambition i.^. If I don t get 
to be’a writer, to work as a journalist or as a sports announcer. By 
t>e by, if there is anything that.can be moro disgus^ry tnan a poor 
^tVrrmimncem I’d like to know. (I Captain. Future. Jvi) 

P' /nd since laboring you, anyway,. I'd- just m as. wclluto^ 
thoso oro my sfdvorite ifanzines in » i f V *TP —Star' (3) Fanart (otvlous why iv ranks up Lhar), to) idn.------ 
ce^ya. (5)“7^sitcr (6) Starlight (shouldn’t nut this here; Dixie 
T^^never ICT^tarlight p^s ^except, of r^ when tnev are as 
unques^onably excellent as Starlight and Fantasize. JG) ) (7) Eclipse 
(3y LoZombie, (9) Specula, (ToT there are so many frags tnat I would 

’ ‘ ’here are too many.
______ The entire life history, with a few personal
But"now   I’m struggling along with Gilbert in Back- 

for Dixie Press Publi-

like to nut here — but 
Tell, there it is.

censored spots.
breaking attempts to put out new and bettor imgs
cations. And if the Annual ideas Gilbert and I arc toying with 
true — well, well — But, so long)

((He^6 the auto officially ends. But — ah! Unofficially there is 
will probably make me road TVJS, er something equ- 
discovers that I’ve printed it, but it’s too good 
LiacDuff! JC)).

a postscript. Harry
ally terrible when he 
to keep. So read on, 

Here ’tis, Joe,

come

take it or leave it. And if someone doesn’t tell 
is harder to write than a novel, I will. I triedyou that a biography

my darndest to make the damn thing interesting, but I couldn’t, and had 
to cut it short, leaving out many details which I thot uninteresting to 
the fans. But -they’ll know the truth next issue whpn you analyze my 
handwriting.- WHO SAYS illJRS AIN’T NO TL.PE 15?

Dammit, quit laughing, that wasn’t funny.
How I have' got you laughing. Goody.
“I’d better stop before I KELL ER with this silly talk. I will 

BIND ER to the railroad tract:, and when the train does KULii.i ER wheels
will KUTT HER legs off." _ .. ' .

CBKBUR:;,
“ foofoofoofoofooofoofoofoofoo

THE END

CALIFORNIA IN <431 -
WASHINGTON IN ’42! 

HADES AFTER JUDGE! ENT DAY)



I like Space-Pirate Stories.
You may say what you will, they are the nicest type in the world. 

Time yams'•.are'dXco,
But the;’- are not so nice as Space-Pirate Stories,
I have been told that time stories are elegant.
But I cannot enjoy one.
There are always tin time-machines.
All the inventors are fuzzy-haired fuddleduddles.
There is too much, voltage in the dang thing.
If one travels, he’s stranded.

The queer invention stories are nice.
But they are not so nice as Space-Pirate Stories.
All the good inventions arc yanked by the villain.
The nasty machines arc destroyed.
In the end. ' ’
All the plots are the same.
There is always a superior amount.
A superior amount of mad scientists.
If anyone invents an invention ho gets killed.
By it.
It gets the villain, too.
Too bad.
I like villains.
Sneer.
Not heroes.
Hiss.
And machines.
Clank.

I like Space-Pirate Stories.
There are many lousy pirates.
True.
But they are nasty and brutal.
Often.
And the hero sometimes wins.
Pshaw.

Time machine heroes arc all right.
I^Spc.cc-Pirate.. Stories they use them, too.
But for men that died before the opening of the story, 
Timo-Machino T-Terocs are wonderful mathematicians. 
They never drop an conation.
Calculus is for idiots.
They are idiots.
They get lost in the ages.
They break their instruments.

(Continued 0Z1 pJ
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They don’t die.
Live while you live.
Then die and be done with it. \
They don’t.
Immortal jackals.
Dopes,

X like Space-Pirate Stories.
Some of thorn are too humane.
But pirates always get killed.
Killed in dirty duty.
And. the hero usually gets it in the neck.
Dirty neck.
Th6 s tor i e s have doc ent autho r s.
Hoh.

-• . . Timo-machine authors are bad.
They must type on tissue paper.
And tear the tissue paper.
And smear the tissue paper.
And hand it to the editor.
1Who throws it away.
And writes his own idea, anyway.
S© 0 Pc 1ms t* ?

■' ’ Queer invention stories are irritating.
There is never a faulty invention.
Nor u conquering villain.
Nor a hero without a van dyke.
And & hand-me-down brain.
All queer invention story heroes are old fuddleduddes.
Muddlonuddle s.
Bah.
Not even the teeniest bit of sanity about the hero.
No sanity.
No sanity at all.
Nats.
Thon there is the machine.
They give you a bad machine.
And put it in the story.
And keep it in the story.
Oh, Eandoooooo...................
The end of the story is bad.
It is always the same.
Tho hero falls in the workdi'. ■
The machine breaks.
Crunch.
Then the plots.
Especially in Time Stories.
You must be a scientist.
Or save your money.: -
For the Dixiecon.
(Plug.)
Too much mathematics. .
Not simple mathematics.

You pay for a time yarn.
You read why two and -two aren’t six.
Aren’t they?

The plot.
Not a scientist in the plot who isn’t insane.
Batty as & bedbug.



AU o-s tho following stories are taken from the pages of the Cava
lier, and they are presented in chronological order. Tho dfctes are 
TOy, 1910—December," 1911, inclusive. The publication at this period 
was monthly. „ , ,

THE CURING- OF KELULIA, by Wade Warren Thayer. 6pp. July, 1910.
^Se^Hn^i^nawaii.' ’ Keoki’s beautiful: bf Ido'falls, .ill-df a a s^ote- 

rious malady. Keoki is a Christian, but when the best physicians of 
Honolulu are unable to effect a cure, he calls in a native witch doctor 
who discovers that the girl is being prayed to d eath toy a rejected sui
tor. The witch doctor exerts bis own magic-, and, black-dr not, it 
saves the life of the bride.

WIHPLE’S FOG PIERCER, by Burke Jenkins. 5pp, July, 1910.
Ti’s Ts“the same” Wimple whose “woundless rifle" was noted in the 

preceding article. English land rights to She fog piercer were sold to 
a man named Smith who, with the aid of the invention, pulled off one of 
the most stupendous days of crime England had even known.

It was euite a shock to Wimple.
JIM WILEY ANT) THE THOUGHT-REC ORDER, by Nevil G. Henshaw. 5pp, Au

gust? 1510,
The nrofesson’s thought-machine actually worked on the first test, 

but ho couldn’t believe what it told him, so smashed it with a hammer, 
A humorous short, well-written.

HIS WONDER PLANT, by Burke Jenkins. Tpp, September, 1910.
“desirous of '‘helping the poor, Wimple devised a food producer. It 

was based on "diaphragmatic, Intenso-montal, electro-magnetic' p u 1 sa- 
tions,” and it would produce mangoes almost instantaneously? but no 
amount of prestidigitation would cause it to grow anything but, B azoos} 
and it happened that Wimple very nearly solved the problem of the poor 
by eliminating ’em from society.

* WIEPLE’ S: NERVE SOOTHER", by' purko" Jonktha^s. 6pp,; October. rlOIOi ’.
" "Pinol'c :&n‘"a great num I Kind-hearted Wimple set out to slow down
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tho tempo of New York life. New Yorkers were always rushing around, 
getting neurotic, dying too soon* Improving the nerves of the urbanite 
tyould improve his health? so, detorm.ir.iug that it was a matter of over
act! vo vibrations, the inventor contrived a sort of counter-vibrator, 
with which, from tho top floor of an office building, he cut the city s 
spoed down to a collective drag.

' But hist? A Japanese spy is lurking amongst our midst! '.The-time 
is ripe*-a little secret code work is what is needed here!

Don't ask me how in the hell the Jap fleet ever got within one 
day’s sailing of Mew York, but there it was. It snuck up on us.

Hlth everybody in the vicinity in a state of downright lethargy, 
quite some tragedy impended, and Uimple basamO frantic. Il© threw the 
■mighty vibrator into reverse, and then—not only did the people of New 

■ York resume*, their mad scramble, but such a devil of a disturbance was 
kicked ' up in tho Atlantic that the entire Hoot of Nippon was annihi
lated^ alas, did not receive the, good news in time. He had
already taken the black powder, and before Dick Hardy’s eyes he disin»

a storm,

^°^THE QUERN’S HUSBAND, by Bertram Lebhar, Complete novel, 29pp, Feb- 
£0 £1 • ~

i^ht eoAudy. Mythical kingdom stuff, laid in the year 1950.
Dhen a monster airliner is crippled and carried off its course by 

Joe Bangs is among the passengers stranded on the un'mo*.-n 
island of Lemonla. The queen and populace mistake Bangs for the absent 
king who has been away thirty years, Bangs is forced to be king, but 
doesn't enjoy it, because he already had a wife, and the queen is not 
attractive. Intrigues follow, but ho escapes only when the real king
returns to t h e island.

Good as comedy, poor as fantasy.
THE HA'TKINS MIKTETTE, by Edgar Franklin. 6pp, February, 1911.
’"Though ’In general’the Hawkins 'Series may be placed in the category 

of science fiction, this story hardly qualifies.
MR. SCALES BACKS AN INVENTION, by C. Langton Clarke. Bpp, March, 

19117"
Perpetual motifen hoax.

FOR $100 CASH, by Edwin Baird. 7pp, June, 1911.
Thon Larry HcGuff told this tale, he was talking for his supper, 

but liis benefactor never was able to prove that the thing didn’t hap
pen. And Larry, for all that he was a bum, had a scholarly appearance.

Out of work and starving (said Larry), he began wearing a placard 
offering to sell himself. Black Whiskers bought him, for one hundred 
dollars.

Black Whiskers dispensed champagne, strapped Larry to a table in 
the room of mirrors, and administered the anaesthetic. The last thing 
Larry remembered was the corpse on the adjacent table—the body of a 
young Ph. D, When he awoke, Larry had the professor’s body, and his 
own lay dead.

So Larry, who had been a six foot three freight handler, could no 
longer make a living, and became a sidewalk bum who talked for his sup
per • '

THE SECOND DELUGE, by Garrett P. Serviss. Serial, 7 parts, July, 
191T: :

This is the sort of thing we mean, gentlemen, when occasionally we 
use the phrase “the Munsey Masterpieces.” This is an example of what 
all the shooting is about. This is, in short, superb.

In your reviewer’s family, the inability to express one’’a self 
th.Vino Vian-n Vi nvirl a H CnriY" *-n nv-» 4-J
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practice of being unenthusiastic is an art in which he .fancies he is 
3 adept; but when ho finished th±s novol, tho old doctor jumped right out 

of his chair, reached with both hands for the ceiling, and yelled

No*keed. Ho dived across the room, slid under the T-whiter, and 
■ while the keys began to pound out that famlllat click-fniter-click 

rhythm, he mumbled thus-wise in his beard: .
"Lord, goshamightyl Halt'll I toll ’em! i/hy this is the b . . .

this is the g . . . this . • •I
Just as though he’d discovered something, seo?
I don’t mean to tell you what you'll think, but I insist on tel

ling you what I think. I want to sell you this novel, if it harelips 
meJ You’ll say, perhaps, that its science is dated; you’ll say it 
drags in certain places; you’ll be annoyed, as I was, by the names 
Serviss gives h^ a characters; but you'll admit it’s great stuff, and 
you'll recognize it as being a milestone in the annals of science fie- 
tic n ’so confident am I that in the course of time Miss G. will get a- 
round to renrinting this work, that X shall be very careful not to 
spoil it for you by giving away too much of the plot.

Here's the editor’s blurb, from the June issue:
"AN AMAZING NE’J SERIAL

By the famous Astronomer and Romance Writer 
GARRETT P. SERVISS 
THE SECOND DELUGE

therein the world is sunk in a roar of mighty waters, from which a wise 
■ man rescues a few finer souls to build up another human empire.

A Daring Conception. *
And that’s what it was, really, though you’d hardly call it “a 

daring conception11 in these Amazing, Startling days of ’41. But If it 
sounds good to you, then I promise you, you’ll find it good—you’ll 
find it almost as good as VJhen Worlds Collide. Me, I couldn’t praise 
it more highly.

Cosmo Ver sal is the horo--a comical mite of a scientist who is at 
once a Noah and a prophet. If you are so profane as to laugh at him 
when he is serious, you’ll still remember him on the last day that you 
live. He’s that type of character; and there are other splendid char
acters, too.

What happens? Why, a watery nebula swallows the earth, and 
Cosmo Versal’s" futuristic srk is the haven of tho chosen few. You meet 
first a hero who actually is a hero; then you see Humanity spelled with 
a car5tai "H”; you see mutiny (of course}, and fantastic denizens of 
the sea, and monster submarines, and hair-breadth escapes, and kings 
and presidents, and'people--most especially the latter.

You won’t forget Cosmo Versal as he deliberates upon the problem 
of v/hom to take with himj you won’t forget him as he flees for his life 
in spirit as well as in body. And he was a midget Atlas also, for the 
weight of the world rested on his frail shoulders.

Yessuh. Well, suh, I usually play the devll"when il try to'be 
either pleasant or convincing, and so I sound off with misgivings.

Because I’d like to sell you this novel.
THE RIBBON 07 DATE, by George Allan England. Complete novel, 21pp, 

July, 1011'.
In 1941 they are talking of possible war'-with Japan. In 1911, 

with less reason, they were talking of the same thing, the darkling 
rumors falling under the general term “'yellow peril.”

Mention of this story really should have been omitted from thia
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column, but it was listed for the benefit of two typos of fan? those 
who are interested in prophetic parallels, and those who would, like to 
hear about one of the very earliest efforts of a man who later became 
famous as an author of fantasy* , , . _ .

Here, with the nation on the brink of war, our intrepid, hero un
covers . a plot on the part of an assistant secretary of the navy tno 
parallel intended.) to deliver Hawaii into the hands of the Japanese 
^^THE ELIXIR OP HATE, by George Allan England, Serial, 4 parts, Au- 

PUSt. 1911. . .. .Hr. Granville Dennison, old and about to die, hears through a 
friend that the secret of eternal life has been discovered by a scien
tist named Pagani. Dennison rushes to the villa of Pagani at Cette, on 
the Mediterranean, begs to be made young again.

The old scientist refuses to give Dennison any of the wonderful 
elixir, on the ground that experiments have not been completed, and. he 
suggests further that his visitor doesn’t realize what he is asking.

But Dennison is frenzied with the fear of death. he seizes a cup 
of the elixir and drains it. A number of fine passages follow, as an 
otherwise normal man reacts to the staggering knowledge that he is be
ginning to grow younger. . , _ . , -_ . „

Pagani is enraged at the American’s treasonable act, yet looks 
forward vdth ghoulish pleasure to the results of the experiment; and at 
about this point the readers attitude toward the main characters is 
likely to undergo a change. Dennison, who has heretofore been in the 
role of culprit, begins to elicit your sympathy; whereas Pagani, who 
at first seemed kindly, wise, farsighted, rapidly develops into a par
ticularly odious villain. it is revealed that coffins secreted in a 
chamber under the villa contain the bodies of eighteen persons who have 
at various times disappeared from the world., and the explanation is not 
hard to guess.

Continuing to grow youthful, Dennison soon enjoys the happiest day 
of his life--a day on which he falls in love with Pagani’s neice. Sta
sia. But always he is faced with the horrible thought that he is a hu
man guinea pig, and that he doesn’t know what the end will be.

Finally, as he sees signs that he is becoming a child, he attempts 
suicide, but the poison has no effect.

’ Pagani enthusiastically awaits the end of the experiment, but one 
thing he has failed to take into account, and that is that while Denni
son is now a boy of ten or twelve in body, his Mild is the same as be
fore. Pretending an Interest in toys, Dennison, now living only for 
revenge, secretly plans the death of the scientist. He makes deadly 
arrows for a toy bow, and when the chance presents itself, he kills Pa
gani, then throws himself into the sea.

Of necessity, the tale is a tragedy and a character study, and in 
two or three spots it reaches the heights. Though literary faults are 
in evidence, they are more than balanced by the tenseness and the cle
verness of movement. Something about it reminds you of Wells; perhaps 
the abundance of interesting detail. And the ending—the last page-- 
well, Joseph Conrad could hardly have done it better. . It is utterly 
sad, ouietly and beautifully so, I think 1 have never read a more im
pressive last page. 1 couldn’t say more and do it justice—I can only 
say that 'you ought to read it.

THE SIHGIHG DEVIL, by Buffington Phillips. Complete novel, 42pp, 
September, 1911.

Hundreds of years before Columbus, said the legend, Frey Aymas 
sailed westward from Cadiz and discovered a .great strange land which he
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collea '^orio The men he sent back told tales of a mountain of gold, 
from the ton of which Aymas ruled a powerful empire; and they said that 
the- holv man could fly at will from the top of the mountain to the val
ley below. They mentioned a fountain that flowed pure gold, and acres 
of gold at the bottoms of the lakes

Explorer McPherson found that the legend was true.
In the South American jungle McPherson met a young man (the ring

ing Eevil) who was trying to rescue two girls from the hands of a band 
Of ruff’ans. McPherson joined him, and in the conflict that followed 
they were besieged on the top of the ancient mountain. The remnant of 
the once-great race of sun-won shippers still lived there, and. SfoPherson 
3aw with his own eyes the lakes, the fountain, the alters, and the sac— 

co.
The villain, O’Reilly, defeated in the battle, flew away on the 

wings of Aymas, but was shot down, „
First half of the story is slow and awkwardly done, but tne second 

half is rip-snorting action, both weird and fantastic,
THE. FEAST OF ABOU BEM RODE, by henry Christopher Christie. 5pp,

Hot weird, not fantasy, not science fiction—but remarkably off- 
the-trail•

Mow Kaiser Uilhelm of Germany dined with a poverty-stricken Arab 
chieftain—and why.

THE. UHITE MAU'S HOPE, by 7. Julian Carroll, 8pp, September, 1911, 
cf* g heavyweight champion was a negro. Ehen it seemed that 

no white man could beat him, along came Dr. Cantley and ’mocked out the 
champ in one round. It was accomplished by means of an injection that 
increased tenfold the doctor’s nerve responses, making his movements so 
fast that the movie camera failed to record them.

THE PERSOH PROM THE PYRAMIDS, by Edgar Franklin. Serial, 4 parta, 
November, 1911.

Dr. Schlumpf, having isolated that elusive link between aliveness 
and deadnees, and having gotten it into a bottle, needed a dead body to 
restore to life.

William "askins, freight agent, had an Egyptian mummy, the owner 
of which he was unable to locate.

With pardonable scientific frenzy, Dr. Schlumpf swiped the mummy, - 
thus providing himself with virtually the ne plus ultra in dead bodies•

The first shot out of the bottle brought the mummy to life, re
vealed him to be an ancient king rzhose titli, unofficially, had been 
"The Son of Disaster;” and within a very short time everybody was un- 
bapny.

The king suffered because he couldn’t get it through his head that 
he wasn’t infold Egypt. His subjects were disobedient, his army didn’t 
appear when he summoned it, and,, not having dined for four or five 
thousand years, he couldn’t begin to get enough to eat.

Haskins, overly conscientious, was determined to get the mummy 
back into the box in the freight depot.

Dr. Schlunpf, having created a white elephant, didn’t lw©w what 
the devil to do- with it. . And to add to the general embarrassment, the 
Son of Disaster was annoyed at being alive, as he had committed suicide 
in the first place.

Stenning off from that situation, humorist Edgar Franklin goes a- 
head with explosive adventures, great dialogue and good characterisa
tion; but he confines himself to two or three changes of scene, so that 
the last three parts of the serial are about the last thing you would 
expect. Indeed, "it’s a goo’d bet that you’ll find this something diff
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ferent in the line of fantasy, and it may bo that you’ll be 
ed. tn the old days there were numerous readers who didn’t think ^dgar 
Franklin was funny. I always enjoyed him, and objected only to one or 
two small stylistic weaknesses. -e was a plotmaster of the Uodohouse 
ealibar, and he believed in plenty of action; yet for the reason that 
his output was tremendous, many of his stories were of tho samoriold. 
Also, like Hark Twain, he was handicapped by the conventions of ..is 

d&y* In this tale ho is strictly Edgar Franklin, using the basic idea 
mainly to involve Haskins in the common varieties 01 trouble, and fail
ing almost entirely to take advantage of tn© boundless possib_litics of 

the j think The Person would be an excellent dessert after
wo^ sav. one of’^Ke SmftH juggernauts.

Some night*,' when World-Savers, Fish-People, and Planet-Swatters

but 
all

' VJILSON’S HOODOO, by Edwin E. Ludlow. 9pp, Docember, 1911.S threw away his luck-piece, misfortune overtook
him every thirty days, usually around the fifteenth oi the month;
Sn 'the charm was returned to him, everything, natchcrly, was 
right. IIa-ha.J No good. „ „ % *

theCorrection for preceding article: the poem Invisible was in 
issue dated October, 1909—not 1903, as stencilled by J. G., the dang^d

pirate! ian for tMs tiinQ< Thanks, folkses, and .so long

iKr*: 3KH>: -a#*: <hh <hh:

THE FRANK A. MUNSEY COMPANY
280 Broadway 

Ney/ York 
July 14, 1941

Mir. Joseph Gilbert
The Southern Star
1100 Bryan St,
Columbia, S» C,

Dear Hr. Gilbert:

I have been intending to write and say how interesting Vol. 1, No. 
2 of the Southern Star was to me. Excellent and original in every way 
as it was, ''Panurge's11 article interested me specially, of course. ’An 
Unnatural’Feud" by Norman Douglas, can go in a very near future issue 
°f *The Munsey Panorama Department is a good idea for tipping off fan
dom on" which are good items from a true fan’s viewpoint. ^Panurg’b" has 
of course, ^ery good judgment.

Sincerely yours,/"?

EDITOR, Famous Fantastic Mysteries
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, by Mprley

Inasmuch as others will probably be filling fall pages with it, we 
^21 Just cover one or two incidents at the Denvention. One is the fl* 
nal business meeting, which took place at 1 o’clock on the afternoon of 
July 6th, 1941. Some of th© fans may recall th© point that was brought 
up in' L. Sprague de Camp's "Wheels of If” iri regard to meetings. 
Namely, that if the meeting is announced to commence at a .certain time, 
and if when th© time rolls around the officers are not present, any 
member can call the meeting to order and anything the majority decides 
is in order. Well, one o’clock rolled around and no Wiggins, Hunt, Mar 
tin or Daugherty present. So S. D. Gottesman tq<?k the gravel and called 
the meeting to order.

First of all, Milt Rothman proposed a resolution to the effect 
that the Convention go on record as maintaining the assertion that Mhg- 
vl is a louse. This the chairman ruled out of order as it was not the 
business of the meeting to determine uppn personalities. Then Rothman 
applied for the Denvention award, averring that he was entitled to the 
honor of "fan undergoing greatest hardships in order to get to Denver 
inasmuch as he rode over 1500 miles sitting next to Madia. The meeting 
heartily concurred. Where will the next Convention be'.'held? it was th® 
asked {Chairman Gottesman industriously swatting at filed throughout 
the business). Doc Lowndes proposed Baltimore; Don Wollheim proposed 
Picaadilly Bomb Shelter #3; MiIty-proposed the birthplace of his grand- 
aire in Mariyoupa, Russia. A vote was called, and Ficadilly Bomb Shel
ter #3 won.

The second incident is the classic case of the hypnotized prophet. 
Ohet Cohen was attending the Convention, equipped with a saintly beard 
(genuine), since he was planning to go to the masquerade as a prophet. 
There is an understanding between Chet and Johnny to the effect that 
Johnny can hypnotize Chester at any time. So, on the evening of July 3d 
a bunch of the lads were going downstairs in the elevator add ’ Hctaaaj 
hypnotized Chet to shut him up for the moment, then walked out of the 
elevator leaving him standing rigid against the side. The poor elevator 
boys, knowing nothing of Futurian peck-rights, were beside themselves. 
They tried to revive him; they unloosed his .collar and. rubbed his wri
sts; water they sprinkled upon him and smelling salts they wafted-under 
his nose. All to no avail; Chester was as one of stone. So with great 
difficulty they carried him up to the second floor and laid him out’ • oh 
a couch. Johnny had forgotten all about Chet. Comes the time when a lor 
ge knot of us -are gathered outside the Shirley arguing and trying t o 
gather funds for a bottle of vermouth, and one of the elevator boys co* 
mes out and tells us one of our friends is sick upstairs. Wo -all' ’dash 
madly up — and it’s Chet, lying rigid rd. th his eyes glassily open. Ev
eryone crowds about, all diagnosing and prognosing. Finally Johnny qui
ets everyone. ’’Chester," he says clearly and snaps his fingers. And Co
hen arises, looking about him bewilderedly.

Oh,yes, there had been plans to get the Denvention rrritten up in 
Newsweek, but when Doc Lowndes (who’d handled it) arrived home, he 
found the following letter from them: "Thank you for sending us the 
program of the Convention of World Science Fiction, and for your copy. 
Frankly, we are full of regret that we did not do the stoyy4 Thq pro-? 
gram cane late, we had several other stories ready, and we didn’t know 
until too late Just what to expect of your group. Nov; we know, and re
gret what we missed. T/e would like to do it this week, even,, ig it were 
not for the insistence of our editor that stories be pegged definitely 
to "last.week".

I am looking forward with a great deal of pleasure to
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doing the story next yser, and X •wild. llkfi to be- able to conation you 
for a program or an advance notice. Thank you for all your trouble, ana 
I will hope to hear from you a year from now,"

(This was in nostoparaR 
graft ng, honest.) „

So, we respectfully suggest to the 1642 Convention comittee 
they send Newsweek a carbon of the copy on the program when it goes to 
the printer (assuming that it goes the week before thp Cali con) in or
der that Newsweek will have a chance to live up to its pledge .

Incidentally, we hereby suggest the cognomen: Galleon for the 
1942 Convention; the idea originated, so far as we know, with u n e t 
^^^damon knight is now living with Futurlans Roger Conway, Doc Lown
des, and John B. Michel at the Futurian Embassy, 142 West 103d Street, 
New York Citw Thoush he’s only been here a day or so, initiations nave 

the Pohl’s and Joseph, their cat; he’s met Jessica and J1®3-®’ J1® $ 
a Chine ese. supper and also a montage prepared by Doc, and he s tried to 
get the knack of eating with chapsticks; not so bad for a starter Oh, 
yes, he’s also chortled at copies of old Horror Stories we have lying 
^°^Don-Wellheim thinks that the best phrase for the 1943 Convention 

i8' Morley hereby regrets that the story "A Matter of Philosophy had 
to be withdrawn from the Southern Star; as we told Gilbert, people 
Beemed to think it could sellT However, Campbell said.no, and we were 
just about to return it to Joe when we found just the right spot for It 
in Science Fiction upon which we were tying up ..loose .ends. So Morley 
will (eventually) write another tale especially for Star.((Goody; If 
it’s anywhere as near as good as "AMOP" ’twill receive a most hearty 
welcome. JG)).

It’s probably no secret by now that Fred Pohl is no longer connec
ted with Fictioneers and that Astonishing and Super Science may disband 
after the next issues of each. Just precisely why Pohl was fired is 
not quite certain — we’ve heard that it’s a rule with Popular (and its 
branches) that any of their magazines which drop below a certain circu
lation point are automatically suspended and the editors bounced. How
ever, there are many possibilities and E. E. nvans, in telling what 
happened to Chas. R. Tanner’s third "Tumithak" just touched the fringe 
of one series.

It’s also probably well-known by now that Science Fiction magazine 
combines with Future Fiction, effective the October issue. And that 
the October issue features Cummings "The Man on the Meteor and a cov
er by Hannes Bok; the first colored cover he’d done for stf. Coming up 
are Cummings’ "Around the Universe" and "Into the Fourth Dimension". 
The double-spread illustration for "Man on the Meteor" is by Sok, be
cause Paul never turned in the one Doc ordered just befCre leaving for 
Denver.' Issue will be out late for that reason — everything was ready 
except that one double-spread. Fortunately, the editor got back in time ■ 
to prevent the necessity of having on'e of the staff artists do it. Doc 
also seems pretty happy about the fact that he accepted a story by Milt 
Rothman .(Lee Gregor) on the spot at Denver, and gave it to Roy Hunt to 
Illustrate then and there. ((Seems to me that that combination would 
make anyone happy. JG)).

Hannes Bok and B. I- Dolgov are doing quite a bit of collaborating 
these days. They sign their combined efforts: Dolbokov. Among the sto
ries that Dolbokov has illustrated are "Sarth Does Not Reply" (Lawrence 
Woods) and "Path of Empire" (Hugh Raymond) coming up in Science Fiction

said.no
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Quarterly, "A Message for Jean1' (Morley) and "Prometheus Unbound ”, com
ing up in Stirring and/or Cosmic. Bok and Studley also do a bit of wo
rking together these days. However, the best yet is the dr awl ng‘Do lb bk- 
ov did for Paul Dennis Lavond’s ‘'Something From Beyond”. Dolgy drew the 
ship and Bok did the monster. Then they put their heads together. Let’s 
fill up the space with Finlay stars, they said to themselves. Which th
ey did. With remarkable restraint, they didn’t sign the drawing "Fin- 
do Ibok", ’’

THE END

From The Dual. Controls._ .Concluded 'from _pa^e_2

ther of Chauvenct’s splendid articles. Note that the STAR is using a 
different type of material from any other fanzine? thought-provoking, 
•Controversy-provoking articles and departments of lasting interest, in 
contrast to the fluffy stuff that has transient interest and transient 
•Interest only. A little humor is used, fiction is printed only when it 
la of professional or near-professional quality. Material of this type 
ia always heartily welcomb. Nothing is ever cut for length, and only 
stuff that violates our religion, sex, politics, feuding taboos are ev
er censored out. Tucker, by the by, wants us to announce that we cut 
several passages violating that second taboo out of his column. Which 
we hereby do. Now we can die happy. We have censored Tucker,

Vic end with one last plea to every reader -----

The Handwriting On The Wall. Concluded from page 9

point; for, quite obviously, feuds, misunderstandings, petty hatrada 
cannot sprout when the other party reserves his opinion until and af
ter all factors are known. He recognizes the fact that no person is 
all bad; no situation without its redeeming virtues, and acts according
ly. Wherein he comes as close to being a grade A, 100 percent superman, 
mentally, as any other ordinary human being will ever be able to appro
ach*

His powers of concentration are most excellent. They enable him to 
Correlate and handle detail with the instinctive, if T may coin a phra
se, "logical intuition”, of the born creative worker* For much a8-I 
dislike that trite and somewhat grandidose phrase it must apply here. 
Creative, he is, with a certain rhythm and patience that helps to ex
plain his ability and love for music. His energies go in great part to 
his brain, and he is probably not very active physically. With his in
terest in and ability for detail he is able to assemble many small and 
apparently inconsoque^n ri tri vials into one large and logical whole. 
This results in a critical faculty that is' koen, sharp and penetrating 
to an indeed remarkable degree.

His personality is unostentatious, quiet, likable. For despite his 
rather hermit-like leanings, his mental development, his Interest in 
abstract matters, Harry Warner is still a fellow with a humane, social 
nature, v/hich, if unlike the extravagant extrovert’s actual need for 
people, nevertheless finds expression in his liking- and respect for the 
rights of those about him. He is simply a nice guy trying to get 
some fun out of life without stepping on anybody’s toes in the process, 
and giving a hand every now and then to someone else involved in the 
same procedure. And certainly there can be no finer tribute’ to any or
dinary human being than that.



ANN-ISSUE? HECK, WE’LL PRINT THE 
DARN THING ON SLICK PAPER, FEA
TURE A STORY BY H. G, WELLS, A. 
MERRITT, AND EESMITH. IT’LL BE 
DONE IN RED INK SO THAT VIE’LL GET 
INVESTIGATED BY THE DIES COMMIT
TEE, AND WON’T HAVE TO BOTHER WI
TH THE THING ANYMORE’,

Received SS yesterday while 
indulging in my favorite pastime 
of splashing oils on a canvasbo
ard. Staggering under the weight 
of it, I dragged it into my den 
and read the mag thru, co ver to
co ver.

Ye Gods I how can you offer 
40 pages for a dime and not go 
bankrupt? ((We can’t. We we
nt bankrupt some time back. But 
we’re used to it, and our credi
tors are'becoming acclimated, so 
why worry? JG)). Even once is a 
lot, but when you plan on having' 
the same number each issue, for 
the same price, the shock is too 
much. What I’m wondering is what 
you’ll do for an ann-issue?

Jenkins’ covers 'this time 
are good. However, I wish he wo
uld get away from the strange 
and weird monsters that he is 
continually turning out. The 
interior pics and department he
adings are good also, but still 
could stand a bit of improvement 
Duplication in this issue is tw
ice as good as that in the first 
I’m happy to notice. I hate il
legible mimeography even worse 
than illegible hektoing. One th
ing I wish you’d get away from is 
this continuing articles and 
columns at different places th

roughout the magazine, and then gi
ving the wrong page on which tt> fi
nd themt Example: the article on 
ERB, which was: supposed to be con
tinued on page 16. Another improve
ment would be to cease continuing 
items altogether, and printing them 
on consecutive,pages, I Irnow it 
takes quite a bit more work in pre
paring a dummy, but I think it’s 
worth it. ,

Will rate the mag by the Spa— 
cevrays'system''since "you have reque
sted same (it’s easier on me, too!) 
,..YNGVI IS NOT A LOUSE: 7, Perdue 
is sadly mistaken; 'Xngvi Is, and 
alwavs will be a louse, . .TEkB: A 
Critique: 8. FROM ..THE STARPORT: 9. 
Fischer writes the kind of stuff I 
find interesting. ...The 'poetry I 
won’t rate, as I’m afraid I would
n’t give it a square deal —— I do
n’t like poetry, REBUTTAL by Saari 
8. Saari is Saari, and I would give 
him ten but I can’t in fairness gi« • 
ve auch a high rating to a techni
cal article; they’re okay, and this 
was above average, but I don’t es
pecially like ’em. Fischer’s auto
biography: 10. I do like biogs and 
autobiogs. FROM TH^PASSENGER LOUN-\ 
GE: 9. A damn good letter section; 
long and interesting. The only th
ing that kept it from getting ten 
was the mixup of pages, and the not 
too-good heading.

SOUTHERN STAR is the biggest 
bargain in the fanzine field!

— PHIL BRONSON

THANK YOU. SPEAKING OF ART, HE’D 
LIKE TO POINT OUT HARRY’S COVER PO
LICY; A SERIOUS FRONT COVER AND A 

’HUMOROUS BACK ONE. INTERIORS CAN BE
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CONCERNED WITH ANYTHING ON EARTH. 
LE*t US KNOW HOW YOU LUTE THE TRI
LOGY IDEA EXPLAINED IN THE EDI
TORIAL , WON’T YOU?

Endos eel is two bits for th
ree SOUTHERN STARS. If possible, 
would like to start with #1, 
((Sorry; every single copy of num 
box1 one has been gone for months. 
If, however, demand is heavy enuf 
it may' be reprinted. What about 
it-, readers? JG)). Have locked 
through damon’s ((damon sr.?, de 
knignt. One of our favorite pe
ople. JG)) copy of #2, and.from 
such a short scanning like the 
looks of it very much, especially 
the article on the liunseys. Have 
not read very much in it, but vzh- 
at I have is good. Your format is 
very good, especially the story 
heads. Covers o.k. Only fault is 
a slight messiness in the mimeo- 
ing, but you will probably have 
that licked by the next issue, 
lb’s a job to put out a neat mag 
without a lot of practice, but 
you’re a long way toward it.

--BILL EVANS

PROM THE MUMBLER ----

Southern Star? Is the second 
issue out? (TYes. JG)), Oh, hell 
yes, here it is. I thought it was 
a Sunday School weekly, or a tou
rist guide to Paris, with that 
fancy -lettering at ths top and. 
the winged thig-a-ma-jig in the • 
picture. When did Jenkins visit - 
Paris? For that matter, when did 
he visit Perri? Not a bad carica
ture of her on the rear cover al* 
tho his interpretation of Pohl. is., 
av/ful. ((Check. As a cartoon, it 
was not intended to bear any real 
resemblence to the original. Our 
thanks, tho, to both Pohl and 
Perri for the very good humored 
way they took the loke. JG)„). She 
is a looker, tho, ((Again /check. 
EmphaticallyI JG)).

Ohauvenet brings to mind my 
pet hate —— Burrough’s habit of 
abruptly and heartlessly leaving 
Tar san surrounded by the Mumbi- 
f-V, irVK 1 ci +• rs vc -bio i c n Ysrl ci vv n n n o wn 4 ~ 

eking his .Chest — to go gallop
ing away to London where Dame What
not is serving tea and crumpets, 
and the gas man is hollering 
his money’ Damn but I hate Burrou
ghs becpnsc he does that! The style 
may have attracted and held - other 
readers, but I report with unsull
ied conscience that many are the Bu 
troughs books I h vo hurled across 
tho floor in utmost disgust because 

in tne next chapter — ?ne start
ed w-3. swnVdtr’ story"insteadGof 
(a) finishing off Tarzan; (b) fin
ishing off the nasty natives with 
poisoned spears. I will not read 
Burroughs to this day because I kn
ow the book vzill do the same thing! 
I must have my books simple and st
raightforward; I cannot understand 
or follow any other kind. Frequent
ly I buy books that, at ths end of 
each chapter, have a little printed 
notice: "Continue reading on 
next page." This helps me immensely

But perhaps you would like it 
on the Warner system, eh?

Front Cover: 9. (okay as I 
said.)

Rear ditto: 3. (stinky.,as I 
said.)

Editorial: 6.(you aren’t offer 
vescent).

Yngvi/lous: 7. (Perdue having 
fun — his kind.)

Panorama: 10. (It could hard
ly be otherwise).

ERB by LRC: 8. (it reminded me 
of my hate).

Starport: 7. Xfresh stuff mix
ed, with stale stuff).
’’ '* Article/MR: 8. (three guesses 
as to what Milty is talking about.

B. Magic: 10.(1 like this, and 
I like Tillman).

Poetry: ? (my poetry has to be 
barroxnm style).

Morley news: 6. (propaganda by 
Lowndes).

Spacewar: 8,(why not spitballs 
at thirty parsecs?).

Passengers: 9. (very good in
formation on Fischer).

Lounge: 7.(fans talk too much)

THE INTERLUDES WILL NOT PLAY QUITE 
SO IMPORTANT A PART TN TH1?
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SP FUTURE ISSUES.

The weather man said, it wou- 
3d rain here today. Mhen it rains 
X can’t work, so I try to catch 

on my correspondence. The wk 
w was right — if it kept rain
ing like this for forty days and 
forty nights, the famous flood of 
plbllcal record would be as a me
re trickle in the desert.

"Gh,••yeah, THE SOUTHERN star. 
$t is a lot hatter, Joe. There is 
ptiXi room for some improvement 
in duplication, as you fay, but 
replication is generally good.

The Masthhad and the cover pic 
are greatly improved. I suggest 
|hat an inexpensive .. dfaftBBan's 
irregular curve would help in 
cutting curved lines, but you ha
ve done pretty well. ({Not I; all 
the credit for the art-work goes 
to Harry. JG)). The headings are 
vastly improved, but still not up 
to the rest of the magazine, with 
the exception of those for the 
editorial and for the reader sec
tion.

So you want some numbers. 
0. K. Contents page, 9.5 —— one 
of the best. Contents in order of 
appearance in the Log: 7,5, 8, 
3.5, 8.7, 8, 8.5, 7, 7,5, 7, 6.5, 
9, 8, 6, 6. Cover 7. Some of tho
se numbers are too high, but I 
don’t Imow which ones.

Saari’s '’Rebuttal’1 and Chau- 
venet’s "Critique'’ interested me 
most in this issue, I know enough 
physics and mathematics to under
stand the arguments, but not eno
ugh to present them so adequately 
Or maybe, Thu just lazy, and wou- 
Jd rather have it done for me. 
(The above applies to Saari, not 
Chauvenet!) In Chauvenet’s case, 
as usual, the thing which appeals 
to me is the painstaking perfec
tion, real or apparent, which 
rruns through the* presentation of 
his ideas. The Munsey Panorama is 
even better this time, although, 
like some others, 'I would rather 
aee less non-essontial interludes 
etc. Thg survey of THE CAVALIER 
was especially interesting to me, 
because I have never read any of 

the stories in that magazine.
So long and good luckj

» B • THOMPSON — — ■ > - i—•
THAT SIGMA UPSILON MIXUP WAS GIL
BERT* S FAULT — THE DOPE. V/E APOLO
GIZE FOR THE ERROR, AND WILL CHECK 
SUCH THINGS MORE CAREFULLY IN THE 
FUTURE.

Rating the issue as per the 
system you suggested, and omitting 
reference to my own material for 
good and obvious reasons, here’s 
the way I rate the various items, 
and with me “10u means practicably 
perfect from a fan magazine stand
point,

FROM THE DUAL CONTROLS--8, YN- 
GVT IS NOT A LOUSE.•5, THE MUNSEY 
PANORAMA—9*.. ERB—A CRITIQUE—710 
{this kid Is good!3, ARTICLE by Ro
thman— 4. THE TELECASTER--9, BLACK 
MAGIC..6, FROM THE NEW YORK COMMUN
ICATIONS OFFICE— (but has very 
good possibilities’, of course), RE
BUTTAL by Saari—10, PROM THE PAS
SENGER LOUNGE—10, FROM THE INTER* 
TRADING POST—10, STAR SONG—over
all 8, artwork—B, makeup—9, con
tents page—10.

That makes 15 items appraised 
for an average of 8, which is to my 
mind a very high decile for a fan 
magazine as a whole,

I want to correct one remark 
made by Sehnert in my autobiography 
(I blush), I did NOT found SIGMA- 
USILON. Ifc has existed for years 
and years, I didi not even found the 
Tennosese chapter. It had been dead 
for 12 yoa»s and I rounded up a few 
professors and editors on the cam
pus and revised it. Sehnert will 
have peopTe*”thinking I was a ring- 
tailed rhamphorinkus on the campus^ 

—FRED W. FISCHER

SEVERAL POORLY ASSEMBLED COPIES OP 
THE STAR WENT OUT BEFORE WE BEGAN 
CHECKING. IP ANYONE RECEIVED ONE OF 
THESE BAD NUMBERS, WILL HE PLEASE 
RETURN IT TO US^ V/E WILL REFUND 
POSTAGE AND PROMPTLY SEND ON A £00$ 
COPY IN EXCHANGE.

Southern Star came. Very, very 
nice issud. I liked it. But — Y/H-
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ERE IS FISCHER’S COLUMN? I REPEAT— 
■THERE IS FISCHER’S COLUMN???

...Gad, imagine the way I . fO?»t: 
so anxious to read it I was foaming 
at the mouth, and then to find it 
•aissing!

Naturally, after all that ..is 
off my chest, I feel better. So a 
few comments on this issue would
n’t be amiss. The issue as a whole 
except for the generally mixed 
up continuations and page-numbers, 
end such, has improved in ' format 
over last time, I believe---- mim- 
eoing' exceptionally good for a 
first ' try with the mimeo. Front 
cover excellent, except for the let 
tering which I somehow didn’t like; 
back one not quite. (And by the 
way, if it’s” possible for you to 
stencil all or almost all the is
sue before mimeoing anything, why 
hot leave "Continuedoon1 s” minus 
the page numbers until you have 
the whole thing stenciled, and th
en fill in the right pages? ((An 
excellent suggestion, and one ' that 
will be followed in this and fu
ture numbers. Mimeoing before st
encils were all finished, is ’the 
reason for the majority of errors 
in the previous issue. JG)).

Material: Best are Panurge, 
Chauvenet, and Rothman. I’m not 
going to go into detail on the 
various items because (a) I’m get
ting sick and tired of seeing let
ters from me in the letter section 
of every fanzine; (b) I want to 
go back to Spaceways and it vwould 
take four pages to go into every
thing in detail; (c) I’m getting a
headache, and to think would na
turally make it worse!; and (d) my 
opinions aren’t worth mudh to me, 
and I’m sure they mean even 'less 
to you. (..(Pardon the contradiction, 
please, but you are very wrong in
deed on that last point! TG)). 
Golly, I sound as morbid as Tucker 
does sometimes. Anyway, since you 
®ant ratings, here goes; from the 
contents page — that is the way 
they’re listed on the contents pa
ge: 6; 4; 3; 7; ???; 8; 6; 6; 6,
6, 4, 4, 3, 5; 6; 7; 7; 6; 5; 2;
Front cover 6; back one: 3. All

for the most part, in my 
opialch, for I’m conservative with 
ratings — far more than the aver
age guy —— and an eight from me 
means about as much as a 10 from 
someone else,

A few words about some of the 
items I can’t resist. Panurge’s 
feature is swell, but somehow it 
isn't quite what it should be. I 
can’t exactly put my finger on it, 
but I think its main fault Is that 
of the intrinsic nature of 
cataloguing. A little is all right 
but no one can'possibly remember 
what so many stories were about, 
and the good introduction, inter
lude and ending don’t quite enli
ven it enough. But I still like it 
immensely all the same; it’s just 
that it suffers from the same tro
ubles as any such list, no matter 
how well done. ((Personally I be
lieve that with the article coming 
into the very fertile field of re
ally famous classics that most of 
us have heard of, but have no way 
of reading, the cataloguing ard 
reviews become most valuable and 
welcome. This in addition to po
inting out the little known but 
very fine fantasies that pop up 
now and then — such as the Norman 
Douglas’ "An Unnatural Feud" clas
sic mentioned in the last issue. 
As Panurge has said the search for 
these old fantasies is all-inclu
sive' and missed nothing. A. search 
as unique as it is varied and in
teresting. JG)). Glad to have 
someone say some things about Bur
roughs although he’s always left 
me completely cold. Probably it’s 
because I didn’t read any of his 
work until I’d been reading the 
prozines for three or four years, 
but I certainly don’t enjoy 'it; 
just couldn’t finish several of 
his books, and yet can’t get sore 
at him the vzay I get sore at Cum
mings . . .

And with that I leave you. 
Swell work, all the same, the Star, 
is certainly one of the best half•" 
dozen fanzines right now, and with 
a few more Issues it should go ri
ght to the top.
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WE AGREE ABOUT SPACE SHIPS, IF THE 
LATTER. ARE WELL-DONE. YOUR LETTER 
HAS, IN FACT, INSPIRED THE TRILOGY 
BY JENKINS TO BE FEATURED IN COM
ING ISSUES, TE V^kiY MUCK HOPE YOU 
LIKE THEM, THERON, AND YOUR COM
MENTS WILL BE APPRECIATED.

Yow? second, issue topped your 
first one by a light year. I actu
ally enjoyed it! Yow? department 
heads are much better, your type
writer is fixed, and the mimeo job 
is tidoe as good. Oh, yes, you put 
three staples in this time, as 
compared to two;last time; and ad
ded’ ten more pages.

...The second cover is bet
ter than the first one, but I th
ink a space ship would be better.I 
willnever get tired of them, even 
though you do think they are a sym 
bol of triteness in covers.

The best single item this is
sue is Oliver Saari’s Rebuttal to 
Space Ships and Space War. Other 
very good departments were The 
Telecaster, From The N. Y. Commun
ications Office, From The Starport 
(excellent), and The Munsey Panor
ama (just what we need.) That’s a- 
bout all, I guess.

—THERON RAINES

P. S. That thing on 
somehow reminded me of 
"Black Destroyer11.

the cover 
Van ¥ogt’s

T. W. B.

RATINGS VIA THE WARNER ONE TO TEN 
SYSTEM ARE, HOST EMPHATI0ALLY, WA
NTED. 1 BOTTOM, TEN TOPS: THE IN
TERMEDIARY NUMBERS GRADING AN AR
TICLE GOOD, BAD AImD INDIFFERENT.

Nov; comes a brief interval of 
southern star—gazing time. The 
front cover receives a nine. I’m 
using the Warner-Youd system. Say, 
that’s what you wanted! Isn’t it? 
(But definitely! JG)). Editorial 
gets a seven, Yngvi is not a louse 
absorbs a six. Panurge pounces up
on a nine. The same for Chauvenet. 
Fischer fishes up an eight point 
five. Milty minces upon an eight 
point eight. The Telecaster takes----„------------------------------ 4^4- < --- o-C.
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deep Tillman. The Panurge filler 
fills a sevenpointwot ."'The..poems 
average a five. Morley munches up
on a six vzhile Saari takes a seven 
point one. The passenger list lu
rks upon an eight point nine. The 
lounging readers rake down an 
eight. The back cover gets a 5i*» 
but I don’t get tie meaning, if 
there is any. I do get at tie end 
of this note; so, now I do leave 
7°U’ —RAJOCZ

THE STAR WfLL STAGGER OUT ON TINE 
FROM NOV/ ON. MD SAY! THIS LETTER 
REMINDS US ----  .WATCH ' FOR OLLIE’S
"THE DOOR"; COMING UP SOON IN AS
TOUNDING .

The Second issue of the STAR 
caught me right in the middle of 
final exam week, furnishing plea
sant diversion from some very bore 
s omeu studying.

Very pleasant. "Munsey Panor
ama" by this fellow Panurge tops 
tops the issue. Reminds me of a 
strip-tease — reveals just enough 
about those old stories to m a k e 
one slobber to read them. If some
body d6esn*t reprint that H. Rider 
Haggard thing, or if I can’t get 
it in the library, I’m gonna com
mit Hari-Kari. The rest of the st
uff fras passable, tapering down to 
"Yngvi Is Not A Lov.se", which, 
thru— no—f avl t - o f - the - author -but - 
only-be cause-of -the -subject-matter 
-or-lack-of-it, stank. That, of 
course, is eliminating from consi
deration a certain item by Saari, 
which, I now realize, reeked with 
more smug self-assurance than the 
theoretical nature of the subject 
would warrant. ((Being only the 
guy who wrote the thing, Oliver, 
your opinion there '• ddesn^tt counti 
Besides the readers and I disagree 
with you strongly. JG)), One gets 
that way batting formulas around,

That was a very good critique 
of Burroughs’ works, I thot. You 
have a good letter column, also,,.

Your mimeograph job could 
sland.'.j^provemeht: Irma'Tewuplaoes, 
but, once having been sole typist, 
stencil-cutter. and
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of a 120 page forestry textbook, 
I know just what you follows ore

■' against. But I got boiled in 
lard for every typographical error 
Have you boys found out yet the 
importance of having a good dummy 
copy of the entire mag before do
ing any stoncil cutting, with spa- 

>r*7Z "H II' "u "'il' "'il' "'ll '*'u n " " 11

cos carefully figured out for dr
awings? No doubt — but a couple 
of the pages don’t show it.

All in all, it was above av
erage for a fan mag, and lct*s 
hope wo don’t' havo to wait so long 
for tho third issue.

—OLIVER SAARI
Ir*'lr''7r"if'ii " "<>

Contents page...................................
The leanscy Panorama.. ...............
ERB..........................................................  
Passenger List (Fred Fischer) 
Spacewar. ...................... ..
Tele castor,..................................   .
Inter. Trading Post................... 
Editorial.......... ..
Star-port.................................
Front Cover...................... ..
Morley’s Hows.................  .
Black Ilagic..................................... ..
Article by Hilty............ 
Poetry.....................    . ...
Filler by Panurgc.................... .. ..
Yungvi Is Hot A Louse....... 
Roar Cover.......................................... 
Interior xll. by Fischer....

9,2 
9.0 
8.2 
8.0 
7.9
7.6 
7.5
7.4 
7.3
7.0 
6.8 
6.6 
,6.4
6.1 
,6.1 
,6.0
4.0 
,3.5

Some of these ratings are not_st
rictly accurate, due i_ H— I—Z 
that several people rated items

to the fact

that others nogiocted. In addition 
thoro wore not a sufficient number 
of ratings for a really accurate 
poll of reader opinion. To the 
nine who wore good enuf to send in 
ratings this time, our heartiest 
thanks.
We would appreciate it if everyone 
who writes this time will rate the 
issue by the Spaceways system
A letter
al w ays wolcome; 
nicely.

not necessary, al tho
postal will do

Correction: on the last page of
the Passongcr List you are 
cd to come to the "Dixiocon"

exhort-

Issue as a 
<43 — not 
tings’

whole............................... ..6,6
’42. Sec you again next

Well
it’s a swell idea, but the date is 

issue — and don’t forget those ra—

TIRED OF SKIMPY FAN ARTWORK?

Thon, pal, tho thing for you is a magazine devoted exclusively to 
the best fan art, by the best fan artists, reproduced in four colors on 
one side of the paper. Lovely dream, is it not? Woll, just to make tho 
dream more impossible of fulfilment,. wouldn’ t it be swell to have a mag 
nificcnt Tom Wright on 36 lb bond in blv.o ink, with a picture that it 
would seem utterly impossible to stoned 1. You drooling? Good! To compl
ete the list we need a cover design by Hunt, a. picture by Hunt, and ot
her pics by such artists as Jonos, Jenkinson, Fortier, Ncalson, doLaire 
daman knight, Mary Evelyn. Rogers, Jack Fields, and Phil Bronson. And to 
top It all off a revealing article advancing by Ackerman advancing the 
latest figures on nudes in fan magazines. Profusely illustrated! There 
should also bo an autobiography of an outstanding fan artist eash issue 
too, but of covrso all this is just a pipedream. How could you expect 
to find all tills for only a dime; three for a quarter?

The question is not purely rhetorical. You can find all this in 
tho latest issue of - - *•

F A N A R T
the unique magazine devoted to 

fan art work and published by Harry Jenkins, Jr. at 2409 Santee Ave. in 
Columbia, South Carolina. Send two bits now for this "Dixie Press" pub 
lien bion. You won’t want to miss out on future issues.
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BkM much does FFF cost Julius Unger?

What kind of music does Ackerman like?
What does Joe G i 1 b e r t think of EE S M I 11

Find the answer to these and many more.in (
_____ S  ~T j

>Bt^otBed entirely of rhe round robin letter which has been going 

around the fan&tion, SPECTRA has interesting, unusual items from

JOE GILBERT

HARRY WARNER, JR.

JULIUS UNGER

ART WIDNER, JR.

BOB TUCKER

DOO BRAZIER
& PHIL SCHUMANN

ROY HURT

West

JOE FORTIER

TOK WRIGHT

FORREST J ACKERMAN7’

with an introduction and letter by

ARTHUR LOUIS JOQUEL, II, EDITOR

Thirtywsix large size pages, mimeographed, illustrated

One of fandom’s unique items for only 10/

38th -Street Los Angeles, California



V A'N T E D! FANTA SIT S
Ail copies ’of Operator FIVo 

magazine before ’37. Must b« X A 
‘excellent condition. '
'BEN SLOANE, 2405. Cypress St.» *• 
Columbia, South Carolina.
L-w, —•-—
Himeograph equipment.
^eons, -styluses, stapler, paper - 
HSimery Utter guides. Shading 
screens are especially needed. X

■•rf.ll trade-for copies Ox
AR or pay cash. In t h e latter 
ease, prices muqt be quite rca—» 
sonable. All jaquipmont must bo , 
in goqd condition. ' e
JOSEPH GILBERT, 1100 Bryan St,
Columbia,, South^Gar olina.,_  _ 
'Cho first issue of the Southcrn
Star.
DAREL HE FEVER, Inks dam Resit

Block prints, the boat wl- 
mnographing job in fandom, 
lithocd interiors, good f- 
fan fiction/ and articles, 
and perfect technical work 
All this is FANTASIA'. Got 
three 'for a quarter or one 
for a dime. from. Lou Gold—• 
Stone, 269 'Eixtodhtli A VO* « ' 
San .Francisco,. Calif» 
»__
Join the. .
The entire’ staff of tho S» 
TAR join in Urging every 
fan to support and join * 
Fandprats groat new federal 
tion, tho Gat details 
the .president L,’ *R. Chauve 
net, Esmont-, Virginia., Jo
in nov/!

Do you want to road the lousiest fra magazine .published anywhoro^ 4 
©orly hektoed wages of ■putrid matorCol> issued twi.00 a.yapis for 25^??

If so, then don’t read any further. But if you want- to get batwoon 
.4 and 25 pages of the best mater i'al' pnbli shed. today, wo 11-mimeographed, 
^-monthly; with a column by D. 3. Z^jpson, lessons in esporanto by Ac- 
Sennan, a sparkling-new feature, “Hell’s Corrior4*,. quizzes, poetry, 
rticlos by Tucker, Warner, Thompson, and Ackermphj well yoxx’d just 
icy send1'for (or six for 25^) to fandom’s biggest nickel worth, 
0IC, the nc’- quality fanzine; published by:.

and 
bot— 
FA1J-




